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Abstract 
Climate change poses a critical threat to future development and is a reality that affects our 

society, our way of thinking and acting. The international body has taken common position 

against climate change in the expression of, inter alia, the Paris Agreement on climate change 

and the Sustainable Development Agenda. Likewise, the Swedish Government’s is aiming for 

climate neutrality by 2045. This in parallel to the fact that public awareness and knowledge of 

sustainability grow, the pressure to deliver environmentally friendly, ethical, and economically 

profitable products increases. The increased pressure on organizations within both public and 

private sectors leave no opportunity to escape as everyone is required to assist against the 

common goals. For organizational survival, it is thus important to find new ways of tying 

societal improvement with business, calling for new forms of knowledge and competence.   

 

Infrastructure investments play a fundamental function to achieve sustainable development and 

empower communities as they enhance economic growth, reduces inequality and improve the 

quality of life. Simultaneously, the climate impact from construction, operation, and 

maintenance of infrastructure is significant. Knowledge, practical advice and guidance to cope 

with increased requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions are available. In addition, 

awareness of the need for systematic climate work has increased in line with the introduction 

of new requirements and guidelines. Nevertheless, the climate perspective is still not a natural 

part of the mindset and process and the level of achievement of climate-related goals can be 

considered too low 

 

This study aims at investigating how climate mitigation practices can be updated to truly 

facilitate and enable integration of a climate perspective into the work of designers and 

contactors working in multidisciplinary infrastructure projects. The study was conducted in the 

context of a large infrastructure project concerning the construction and expansion of a 

significant railway segment in Sweden. Among other things, the project include construction 

of a tunnel in a highly demanding environment involving major climate challenges and a 

number of aggravating factors. By studying practices, collaborations, and use of external 

expertise in parallel with how projects proceed and actors operate the study contributes with 

deeper understanding of existing challenges and key factors for improved integration.  

 

The study's analyzed results indicate a number of contributing factors that complicate 

integration of a climate perspective, among others lack of ownership and risk-taking of the 

process, lack of knowledge, time and feedback, structural barriers, skepticism, inadequate 

communication, etc. The conclusion provides four recommendations for further addressing the 

matter: new contract and procurement models, development of educational packages, review 

and develop the toolbox of designers and engineers, and evaluate existing practices.   

 

Keywords: Climate change, Climate mitigation, Challenges and barriers, Infrastructure 

development, Project management, Knowledge  
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Sammanfattning  
Klimatförändringar utgör ett centralt hot mot vår framtida utveckling och är en realitet som 

påverkar vårt samhälle, sätt att tänka och agera. Världssamfundet har tagit gemensam ställning 

mot klimatförändringar i uttryck av bland annat Parisavtalet. Likaså har den svenska regeringen 

stiftat mål om klimatneutralitet år 2045. Detta parallellt med att allmänhetens ökade 

medvetenhet och kunskap om hållbarhet, ökar pressen att leverera miljövänliga, etiska och 

ekonomiskt lönsamma produkter. Den ökade pressen på organisationer inom både den 

offentliga och privata sektorn lämnar inget utrymme att ducka, eftersom alla är skyldiga att 

sträva mot de gemensamma målen. För organisatorisk överlevnad är det således viktigt att hitta 

nya sätt att kombinera samhällsnytta med företagsamhet vilket ökar efterfrågan av kompetens 

och kunskap inom området.  

 

Att investera i infrastruktur är en grundläggande funktion för att främja hållbar utveckling och 

stärka samhällen, eftersom det bidrar till ökat tillväxt, jämställdhet och förbättrad livskvalité. 

Samtidigt är klimatpåverkan från byggnation, drift och underhåll av infrastruktur betydande. 

Kunskap, praktiska råd och vägledning för hantering av ökade klimatkrav för minskade utsläpp 

av växthusgaser finns tillgängliga. Därtill har medvetenheten om behovet av systematiskt 

klimatarbete ökat i linje med att nya krav och riktlinjer introducerats. Trots detta, är 

klimatperspektivet fortsatt inte en naturlig del av tanke- och arbetsprocessen och nivån på 

uppnående av klimatrelaterade mål kan anses vara för låg.   

 

Denna studie syftar till att undersöka hur tillämpade arbetssätt kan uppdateras för att underlätta 

och möjliggöra integration av ett klimatperspektiv hos projektörer och entreprenörer som 

arbetar i multidisciplinära infrastrukturprojekt. Studien genomfördes i samband med ett stort 

infrastrukturprojekt som avser byggnation och utbyggnad av ett i Sverige betydande segment 

järnväg. Bland annat involverar projektet byggnation av en tunnel i en krävande miljö vilket 

medför stora klimatutmaningar och ett antal försvårande faktorer. Genom att studera tillämpade 

arbetssätt, samverkan och användning av extern expertis parallellt med hur projekt fortgår och 

aktörer arbetar bidrar studien med djupare förståelse av befintliga utmaningar och 

nyckelfaktorer för förbättrad integrering. Studien ger rekommendationer för vidare behandling 

av frågan. 

 

Studiens analyserade resultat indikerar ett antal bidragande faktorer som försvårar integreringen 

av klimatfrågan, bland annat bristande ägandeskap och riskupptagande i processen, bristande 

kunskap, tid och återkoppling, strukturella hinder, skepsis och bristfällig kommunikation. 

Studiens slutsats ger fyra rekommendationer för vidare arbete: nya kontrakts- och 

upphandlingsmodeller, utveckling av utbildningspaket, granskning och utveckling av 

verktygslådan till konstruktörer och ingenjörer samt utvärdering av befintliga arbetsmetoder. 

 

Nyckelord: Klimatförändringar, Klimatförändring, Utmaningar och hinder, Kunskap 

Infrastrukturutveckling, Projektledning, Klimatpåverkan  
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1 Introduction  
Climate change poses a critical threat to future development and is a reality that affects our 

society, our way of thinking and acting. The international body has taken common position 

against climate change in the expression of, inter alia, the Paris Agreement on climate change 

(European Commission, 2016) and the Sustainable Development Agenda (United Nations, 

n.d.). This in parallel to the fact that public awareness and knowledge of sustainability grow, 

the pressure to deliver environmentally friendly, ethical, and economically profitable products 

increases. The increased pressure on organizations within both public and private sectors leaves 

no opportunity to escape as everyone is requires to assist against the common goals.   

 

I addition to the goals set for action against climate change, it is included in the Sustainable 

Development Agenda to build resilient infrastructure. In order to achieve sustainable 

development and empower communities the investment in infrastructure plays a fundamental 

function (United Nations, n.d.). The development of infrastructure connects capital and 

workers, thus contributing to enhance economic growth in the same time at it creates jobs, 

reduces inequality, and improve the quality of life. Moreover, railway infrastructure impact the 

environment both negatively and positively (Egler & Frazao, 2016).  

 

The building construction sector is recognized as one of the largest consumers of global natural 

resources and materials. Hence, there is great potential for reducing the environmental burdens 

through small actions (Blankendaala, et al., 2014). This is especially true for constructions 

containing concrete and reinforcement as these components generates large emissions of CO2 

through their energy intensive manufacture (Müller, et al., 2014). The climate impact from 

construction, operation, and maintenance of infrastructure is significant since bridges and other 

construction works involves large quantities of concrete and reinforcement. In Sweden, 

infrastructure accounts for 5-10 percent of the total climate impact from road- and railway 

(Uppenberg, et al., 2017). 

 

In line with the Swedish Government’s goal of climate neutrality by 2045 (Regeringskansliet, 

2017), the Swedish Transport Administration introduced new long-term directives for reducing 

emissions of greenhouse gases from construction, operation, and maintenance of infrastructure 

in 2015 (Trafikverket, 2017). In order to provide the industry with practical advice and guidance 

to cope with increased requirements for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, a collaborative 

project was carried out involving several significant Swedish actors. The project resulted in 

clear and applicable guidelines on how to reduce climate pressure associated with infrastructure 

development projects (Uppenberg, et al., 2017).  

 

On the initiative of the Swedish Transport Administration a major infrastructure project referred 

to as project Mälarbanan was introduced in 2012. The intention is to expand from two to four 

tracks for a distance that constitute a highly significant part of the Swedish railway system. The 

infrastructure project in which a tunnel will be constructed in a highly demanding environment 
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involve major climate challenges as the environmental burden is clearly dominated by concrete 

and reinforcement (Trafikverket, 2017). As the requirements were launched in 2015, a strategy 

to reduce climate impact of the project was implemented. However, although clear advice and 

guidelines for reduced greenhouse gas emissions are available work with GHG reduction is still 

not a natural part of the mindset and process (Wärmark, 2018). 

 

1.1 Problem formulation  

This master thesis report aims at investigating the reasons behind why the integration of a 

climate perspective in infrastructure projects in general has not been successful enough. With 

the challenges facing the industry there is reason to identify key factors and strategies for 

improved climate mitigation. Due to the complexity and size of infrastructure project like 

project Mälarbanan, the need for climate mitigation practices and tools that can facilitate and 

enable integration of a climate perspective is high. A number of aggravating factors connected 

to multidisciplinary infrastructure projects exist. Initially, a large number of stakeholders are 

involved for which have different agendas and priorities. The projects are characterized by the 

fact that they are highly knowledge intensive as they implicate a wide range of competences. 

The processes, methods and patterns developed over a long period of time are complex and 

difficult to influence.   

 

1.2 Specific research question   

The main research question for this master thesis:   

How can climate mitigation practices be updated to truly facilitate and enable integration of a 

climate perspective into the work of designers and contactors working in multidisciplinary 

infrastructure projects?  

 

1.3 Aims and objectives  

The aim of this master thesis project was to identify tools and key factors that support 

integration of a climate perspective into the work of designers and contractors. The goal was to 

facilitate implementation of a climate perspective, by the means of concrete frameworks, 

collaboration between different stakeholders, and strategies for expertise and knowledge 

sharing. The project was carried out at WSP Environmental in Stockholm and project 

Mälarbanan represent the case for which serves as a reference. The conclusion however, are 

designed for a broader perspective and contribute to the existing body of knowledge regarding 

environmental and climate mitigation principles and practices by strengthening the interaction. 

 

The aim were supported by the following objectives  

 To analyze and describe the characteristics of existing climate mitigation practices at 

WSP in the context of multidisciplinary infrastructure projects, focusing on project 

Mälarbanan as a case.    

 To investigate the state of the art in practices and strategies for reduced climate impact 

as regard to development and expansion of infrastructure. This include investigating of 
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project management approaches, actions within the infrastructure sector, the meaning 

of action plans, etc.    

 To discuss potential challanges, opportunities and solutions that could tie together the 

technical expertise from different business areas.  

 To identify important characteristics and new indicators that could encourage 

development of climate mitigation practices.    

 

1.4 Delimitations   

Most of the system boundaries and delimitations are reflected in the research question and aim. 

Geographically the research taken place in Stockholm, Sweden, at the Environmental 

department at WSP. Project Mälarbanan, which is a project on the initiative of Trafikverket, 

constitute the scope of the work. WSP Environmental participate in the project through 

provision of support against reduced climate impact, support in setting climate criteria in 

procurement, and continuing work with engineers and entrepreneurs. Furthermore, WSP is 

represented of project planners participating in the project. The acquisition of knowledge, 

experiences and guidance will primarily be gathered from employees at WSP and project 

Mälarbanan.  

 

The interviews conducted with designers and experts working with infrastructure development, 

was limited to WSP and project Mälarbanan. The justification was that these individuals could 

contribute highly relevant expertise and knowledge compared to individuals working in other 

contexts. Primarily focus was on climate-related concerns, perceived challenges, and gathering 

of potential solutions. The interviews did not involve other aspects of sustainability nor project 

delivery factors.    

 

Throughout the literature review the primary focus ware limited to infrastructure projects, 

project management, and climate-related literature. Secondary data was gathered within and 

outside the Swedish context, meaning that no consideration was given to the geographical origin 

of the literature. As reality expresses itself differently depending on one’s location, current 

legislation, culture, development degree, etc. a risk of irrelevance in practical use exist.   

 

The conclusion of this study are such that recommendations for continued research and 

investigation are given. The study will not present exact suggestions of new tools or the like, 

nor further investigate the implementation of new strategies and practices. Instead, the focus 

for the developed recommendations has been to visualize a broader spectrum of components 

for which are all required to truly address the matter. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that this 

study is limited by a relatively narrow problem area and that consideration of prevailing 

complexity is not fully taken. Additionally, the study is limited by the small selection of 

respondents meaning that the outcome cannot be fully generalized. Though, based on the fact 

that all selected respondents had substantial experience and professional roles the outcome may 

be considered as useful indications.     
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2 Methodology  
The research has been based on both primary and secondary data. Three approaches of data 

collection were applied: literature review, semi-structured interviews, and workshop. Through 

extensive literature review, secondary data regarding phenomenon relevant for the research 

were obtained. However, to answer the research question data that was not covered by existing 

literature had to be identified. A number of semi-structured interviews were conducted with 

purpose to identify particular segments of primary data that could form the basis for the key 

factors sought in the study. As a complement to the interviews, data was collected through a 

workshop in the field of sustainability and climate actions. Through qualitative analysis and 

comparison of the selected respondents’ experiences, thoughts and attitudes along with the 

outcome of the workshop necessary data was obtained.   

 

To further clarify how the methods is connected to aim and objectives it can be divided into 

four parts, where each part intends to answer at least one objective.   

 The initial stage, that helped answering the first objective, was to review existing 

climate calculations and action plans for the section of project Mälarbanan named 

Huvudsta – Duvbo, to gain familiarity with the project and to acquire understanding 

with current working method.  

 The second objective was accomplished by an explorative study – in the shape of a 

literature review on scientific books, articles, report, as well as existing requirements, 

guidelines, standards and regulations that concern today’s work. The purpose was to 

obtain deeper insight relevant to the specific research question.  

 The third step was to interview experts and practitioners in order to acquire 

understanding of the organization, implementation of comprehensive projects, different 

perspective of environmental and climate efforts, etc. Further, the existing challenges 

that occur were identified, and the applicability of the strategies discussed. For deeper 

understanding, the researcher participated in a workshop where inspiration and 

suggestions regarding potential solutions were obtained.    

 Finally the fourth objective was accomplished by summarizing key factors and bringing 

together recommendations of further work and development of tools that support 

integration of a climate perspective into the work of engineers and contractors.  

 

2.1 Literature review  

The development of new knowledge depends entirely on prior knowledge (O'Leary, 2017). 

Understanding of the context in which the research question arises and how it is rooted in the 

theoretical perspective was created by reviewing literature. While carrying out the literature 

review knowledge was continuously generated, some of which was used solely for the 

development of the project and some are presented in this report. The hope is that others will 

learn from, reflect on, and use the knowledge presented in this master thesis to push the climate 

perspective forward. A thorough investigation of the theoretical background was also 

fundamental for understanding the need of further qualitative data.  

 

Collection of secondary knowledge occurred as the need gradually evolved, meaning that the 

review expanded from some pre-identified areas into other areas. The initial phase of the study 
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was devoted to obtaining an overview of the case – Mälarbanan – and necessary areas of 

research. This phase allowed the researcher to have a good overview of the context where the 

research question originates. Thereof, the review commenced with relevant phenomena linked 

to the context and hypothesis. Thoroughly investigation of what the phenomena implies and 

how far the literature reaches at present is important criterion in establishing research value and 

credibility. Being critical in assessing the quality of literature is another important factor for the 

creditability of the research (O'Leary, 2017). Hence, all literature has been critically reviewed 

with regard to level of objectivity, validity, reliability, generalizability, and reproductively.    

 

The literature and references that were eventually used were published within a time span of 

2010 – 2017. Newer literature was preferred and a major part are from 2013 and onwards. Older 

literature was used only in cases where it certainly did not affect the result. Priority was given 

to literature related to infrastructure projects 

 

2.2 Interviews   

After a comprehensive literature review collection of qualitative data was obtained through 

semi-structured interviews. Interviewing is a systematic way of data collection, where 

flexibility and interaction are beneficial factors along with the possibility to capture detail and 

depth that brings clearness to complex subjects (Witzel & Reiter, 2012). Quality is a critical 

dimension and thereof, as part of the preparatory work, the content and layout of the interviews 

were carefully discussed and considered. As with all scientific methods, claims was made 

regarding the reliability, validity and facilitation of critical review. Throughout the interviews, 

a critical attitude was sought with purpose of capturing the respondent’s perceptions and 

experience. Gathered data that justly reflects the source is an important criterion of reliability 

(Lantz, 2013). The data collected consisted of statements regarding preselected phenomenon. 

These statements are the subject of analysis and interpretation, and decisive for the conclusion 

drawn in this report. This type of data is self-reporting data and critics point out an existing 

difference between what a person says and how she acts. When collected data is derived from 

a relatively smaller number of respondents it can be characterized by subjectivity. These two 

facts may affect the validity of the results. For the qualitative data gained from interviews, the 

validity has the meaning of generalisability (Lantz, 2013; Flick, 2014) and the conclusion are 

therefore discussed and analysed from other angles of view. However, the selected approach 

allowed supplementary questions and clarification of the respondent's reasoning which 

generally results in higher validity (Witzel & Reiter, 2012). 

 

2.2.1 Selection of interview structure and context  

The study intended to investigate an already identified issue, namely that previous attempts to 

truly integrate the climate issue, especially for the development of concrete and reinforcement, 

has not been successful enough. The goal was to find the contributing key factors that, with 

improvement, could act as possible gap fillers. Knowing that the requested data could be of 

different character, as well as being experienced differently from different perspectives, the 

method of interview needed to provide space for open answers and reflection. At the same time, 

it was important to maintain a consistent focus on climate interrelated issues throughout the 
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entire interview. According to Lanzt (2013) interviews of semi-structured nature are suitable in 

cases where context specific knowledge of predefined qualities and individual experiences and 

views of reality are sought after. A semi-structured interview is open, meaning that the 

respondent defines factors and qualities of importance within the context. Open interviews are 

a prerequisite for qualitative analyzes that bring new knowledge which is vital for the desired 

outcome. Semi-structured interviews are also suitable in cases where time and access to 

appropriate respondents are limiting factor (Lantz, 2013).      

 

At the conduct of the interviews contextual data was provided to the respondent before and at 

the beginning of the interview. The background and purpose of the thesis work was presented, 

followed by the layout for the interview itself. The predetermined areas of questions were 

divided and formulated as follow  

 

I. Initial questions about the project organization and the respondent's role of work.  

II. Questions about existing standards and guidelines that are related to climate/climate-

saving measures and/or prevent climate-savings. How and when in the project is the 

respondent affected by these.   

III. Questions about the respondent's knowledge and previous experience of work linked to 

measures of climate reduction. In which context and within what areas has the 

respondent previously worked with climate related work? Are there experiences of 

working with climate efficiency in the use of concrete and reinforcement? 

IV. Questions about the respondent's present participation in work to reducing climate 

impact. What possible actions occur and how can the respondent influence and 

contribute. What opportunities have previously been identified but not implemented?  

V. Questions about existing barriers and challenges, as well as thoughts about past failures 

of integration of the climate perspective in the context.  

VI. Questions regarding new tools, forms of cooperation, guidelines, etc. to tackle 

challenges and barriers.   

 

In cases when clarification was necessary, supplementary questions were sent via email. This 

was particularly true in cases where requirements were mentioned during the interview. Upon 

closer research, it was understood that the concept was of importance whereupon 

supplementary questions were sent retrospectively.   

 

2.2.2 The interviewed respondents    

During the preparatory phase an interview respondent profile was elaborated. Claims on 

competence, professional role and experience were shaped in order to increase the quality on 

the outcome. In relation to the six selected phenomena, a certain level of experience was 

required regarding infrastructure projects. Measurement of experience occurred with regard to 

number of years as well as involvement in various infrastructure projects. Selected respondents 

also had to possess a professional role with expertise within contractors, project planners, and/or 

specialist. Respondents with a high degree of opportunity to actually contribute to change were 
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also considered as beneficial for the study. However, no direct requirement were stated 

regarding ability to alter since competence and experience were considered more central to 

fulfilling the purpose of the interviews. No major importance was given to whether the 

individuals were involved in project Mälarbanan or not, as the study was desired to be 

applicable to a greater extent. However, the study was centred to project Mälarbanan and 

appropriate candidates with experiences from the project were primarily sought for and 

prioritized. 

 

With the guidelines defined by the profile a number of 7 interview respondents were selected 

all of whom possessed several years of experience within infrastructure projects. In table 1 a 

detailed description of each selected respondent are given. Face-to-face interviews were held 

in locations where the respondent wished.  

 

Table 1. Description of selected interview respondents, including mapping of competence, professional 

role and experience. 

Respondent X Title, professional role, and field of expertise   Date  

Respondent A   

 

Environmental specialist at Swedish Transport Administration. 

Department manager of environmental matters and environmental 
specialist in project Mälarbanan.   

18/03/15 

Respondent B  

 

Technical specialist at Swedish Transport Administration, large-

scale projects. Inspection and technical support in project 

Mälarbanan focusing primarily on construction, steel and concrete. 
Former Bridge Engineer, with several years of experience.  

18/04/10 

Respondent C 

 

Project Manager at project Mälarbanan, with responsibility for, 
inter alia, contracts. Involved in project Mälarbanan since 2010, 

with different professional roles and responsibilities. Former 

contractor at a multinational construction company.  

18/04/17 

Respondent D 

 

Construction engineer at a consulting company with expertise 

within geotechnical engineering, geo-constructions, and soil 
mechanics. Project planner of early stages in project Mälarbanan. 

Former contractor and construction manager, with many years of 

practical experience in the industry.  

18/04/16 

Respondent E   Bridge Engineer and Quality- and sustainability coordinator at 
WSP Bridge and Hydraulic Design, Industrial PhD student 

focusing on the project planning process, and author of Optimized 

building of concrete bridges from a climate perspective (2017).    

18/04/27 

Respondent F Senior Project Manager at WSP Bridge and Hydraulic Design. 

Assignment manager – within a large infrastructure project in 
Stockholm's inner city – with responsibility for construction 

contracts, i.e. rocks, shafts and all constructions. Previous 

experience of extensive infrastructure projects in which TDOK 
2015:0007 and TDOK 2015:0480 were relevant.  

18/04/18 

Respondent G Team Manager at WSP Bridge and Hydraulic Design. Construction 
manager, i.e. technically responsible in projects with quality 

assurance and project manager. Many years of experience as a 

bridge engineer.     

18/04/12 
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In line with current legislation regarding ethics, integrity and processing of personal data 

(Datainspektionen, 2018) relevant questions and information were asked and given to all 

respondents regarding the use of the gathered data. The question of whether to reference to the 

respondents real names or not were approved by six of seven interviewees. For reasons of 

consistency, it was decided not to use the real names of the respondents.     

 

2.3 Workshop    

At the initiative of professionals within bridge engineering and environmental management at 

WSP in Stockholm a workshop on sustainability and climate actions was organized (2018-05-

15). A group of 25 engineers from the bridge department attended the workshop for which was 

led by Rebecca Johansson, Sustainability consultant, and Stefan Uppenberg, Sustainability 

consultant and author of Optimized building of concrete bridges from a climate perspective 

(2017). Permission to use the real names of the persons was given by both of above mentioned 

(Datainspektionen, 2018). The researcher got the opportunity to listen, observe, and record and 

subsequently the task of summarizing the outcome. The purpose of the workshop was to start a 

discussion about potential climate mitigation activities and develop an action plan that can be 

integrated into the current operational plan. After initial presentation, the group was assigned 

to individually provide various action proposals for a joint discussion. All proposals were 

compiled into a list of actions and the participants was then asked to individually select three 

actions of importance for further development.  
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3 Climate mitigation actions within the infrastructure sector   
The intention of this chapter is to deepen the understanding of current infrastructure project 

development, future projections, and driving forces behind efforts to make it more environ-

mental sustainable. Concrete and reinforcement are being centralised due to their high degree 

of impact. A review of climate mitigating strategies suited for infrastructure projects are 

presented to raise awareness of approaches for achieving systematic climate mitigation.   

 

3.1 The impact and challenges of concrete  

Simply described, concrete is a mixture composed by aggregates and fluid cement for which 

by chemical reaction hardens and increases in strength to become the rock-like composite 

material associated with concrete. Its components, usually cement, water, mineral additives, 

and chemical additives, can vary in proportion across a broad spectrum. Due to its 

characteristics of strength, durability, workability, water resistance, price, and availability it is 

the most common and used material for infrastructure (Han, et al., 2017). From a global 

perspective of total material use, concrete is the second most consumed material by mass after 

water. The annual consumption of concrete is approximately 30 billion tones, and the demand 

is growing steadily as both developed and developing countries invest in infrastructure on 

account of globalization and urbanization (Monteiro, et al., 2017). As a result of frequent appli-

cation along with a comparatively large individual impact linked to its production, concrete 

impact significantly on the environment (Blankendaal, et al., 2014). The production of cement 

is a contributing factor of importance and, according to calculations, there is an equivalence 

between 1 ton of cement and 1 ton of CO2 released. Furthermore, cement production alone 

represents a relatively large percentage of global emissions and energy use, with numbers of 

nearly 9 and 3 percent respectively. In line with projections on increased concrete consumption, 

cement production is expected to increase as illustrated in Figure 1 (Monteiro, et al., 2017). 

 
Figure 1. Historical progress of cement, steel and wood as infrastructure material. As shown in the figure, the 

demand for cement has increased remarkably in relation to steel and wood, especially during the last decades. 

Forecasts indicate that this development will continue (Monteiro, et al., 2017).       
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Despite the great environmental impact, concrete is a qualified choice from a sustainability 

perspective as regard to the triple bottom line. When compared with other building materials, 

including factors such as energy consumption, harmful by-products, and environmental 

damage, concrete holds a better ecological profile. Manufacturing of other building materials 

like glass, metal and plastic normally generates larger amounts of above the newly mentioned 

factors. Hence, the use of concrete as a building material for infrastructure will continue. 

Furthermore, a significant potential for improvement exist although, the development is 

hampered by a number of problematic factors and challenges (Han, et al., 2017). According to 

Han, et al. (2017:7), the following counteracting factors exist: 

 The production of cement negatively affects the environment, world’s resources, and 

energy use.  

 One of the weaknesses of the concrete is its tendency to suffer cracks, or more 

particularly suffer from shrinkage. The safety of infrastructure is thereof a widely 

discussed topic.  

 A central and highly prioritized topic is the durability of infrastructure. Counteracting 

factors of durability are reduced level of effective power, vitality, and quality, negative 

effects of the surrounding environment, and difficulties in and lack of maintenance. 

Inadequate condition of existing infrastructure has resulted in higher durability 

requirements.   

 The interaction between concrete and the surrounding environment during its life cycle 

should be predictable in order to be taken into account and managed.        

 To meet cumulative requirements for safety, durability, and functionality of increasingly 

complex and advanced infrastructure development of the currently used traditional 

concrete is necessary.  

 Full understanding of structure and properties of concrete is still missing. Hence, 

restrictions regarding usability and predictability exist, but in contrast, leave space for 

possible improvement and development of materials. 

 

In addition to the above mentioned challenges, Stewart, et al. (2011) highlight risks and 

challenges generated by global warming. An important component of infrastructure, besides 

concrete, is reinforcement whose main reason for corrosion is atmospheric CO2. Climate change 

might alter the surrounding environment that affects concrete structures during their life cycle, 

especially as the expected lifetime often extends to 100 years (Müller, et al., 2014). Temperature 

rise and increased levels of CO2
 are predicted changes associated with climate change for which 

may increase corrosion rates along with probability of carbonation-induced corrosion (Stewart, 

et al., 2011). 

 

As each step in a product's life cycle generates footprints on our planet (Monteiro, et al., 2017) 

careful consideration should be given to all stages and choices. Products with involvement of 

concrete involve choices and deliberations regarding, for example, raw material, 

complementary cementitious materials, optimization of mix design, production methods, 

embodied energy, operation and maintenance, demolition and recycling (Glavind, 2011). All 
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decisions relating to infrastructure investments are subject to long-term commitment as they 

bring consequences and affect people for many decades ahead (Stewart, et al., 2011). 

 

According to Müller et al. (2014) assessment of the sustainability potential of concrete 

structures – in particular infrastructure such as bridges and tunnels – involves evaluation of the 

interdependent factors lifetime, technical performance, and environmental impact. In action to 

reduce environmental impact, it is clear that success is only achieved as long as technical 

performance and durability are maintained. The complex and inseparable relationship between 

the three factors can be addressed by means of the following equation:  

 

Building material sustainability potential ~
Lifetime performance

Environmental impact
 

  

This equation is designed for evaluation of concrete during the development process in order to 

chart the advantages and disadvantages of different materials. Whether the sustainability 

potential is utilized depends on selected methods, management, involved parties, etcetera in 

later processes. Three methods for improved application of concrete from a sustainability 

perspective exist (Müller et al. 2014:322):  

 Optimize the material with respect to environmental impact and maintain technical 

performance and lifetime 

 Improve technical performance and sustain the same environmental impact and lifetime 

 Extend lifetime while sustaining environmental impact and technical performance  

 

As already mentioned, cement accounts for a significant part of the concrete’s total impact on 

the environment. With intention to reduce the large proportion of environmental impact, cement 

might partly be replaced by reactive additives, such as fly ash or slag sand. However, both 

Müller, et al. (2014) underline the fact that it is only beneficial in cases where the availability 

of these materials is good. Additionaly, these materials shall be treated as industrial waste 

meaning that the consumed energy, resources and assosiated emissions from production are not 

attributed to the eco-balance of concrete (Müller, et al., 2014). Moreover, the use of other 

additives in cement and concrete have increased and a substantial development of these 

additives has occurred. This additive is intended to, for example, improve the compatibility, 

strength, or durability or reduce shrinkage. The driving force behind development and increased 

use of additives and alternate materials are the existing focus on sustainability and durability, 

along with a higher demand for concrete with customized proporties (Löfgren, 2017). 

 

3.2 Optimized building of concrete bridges from a climate perspective  

In a joint project between several civil engineering actors, among others WSP and the Swedish 

Transport Administration, opportunities for reducing GHG emissions are complied. The 

purpose of the project was to investigate how to minimize climate impact in the construction of 
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a common concrete bridge structure. Through this the possibilities to reduce GHG emissions 

are analysed and described in a concrete and relevant way and applicable with available 

technology for design and material selection. Further, the project aimed at raising awareness 

among actors, including clients, architects/constructors, contractors, material-/product 

suppliers, and provide these with practical advice and guidance for action. That facilitates and 

enables handling of recently instituted reduction requirements (see section 4.2 Goals and 

requirements affecting project Mälarbanan) (Uppenberg, et al., 2017).     

 

Potential reduction of GHG’s available within different action categories are analysed from a 

lifecycle perspective. The investigated actions for reduced GHG emissions are as follows 

(Uppenberg et al., 2017:6):  

 Product selection of reinforcement 

 Product selection of cement  

 Additives in concrete 

 Selection of concrete quality and type  

 Constructive optimization of quantities  

 Minimization of spillage  

 Optimization of transport 

 Aesthetic choices 

 Optimization from a maintenance perspective  

 Selection of production method 

The project summarizes actions for each category that, in practice, are the most important for 

achieving reduced climate impact. Besides, it is stated which actor/s in the value chain who has 

control of each action, along with in which project stage decision on action is taken. The result 

shows that with active and conscious efforts to reduce climate impact, and a combination of 

material- and performance-related actions, possibilities for a total reduction in the order of 50% 

for the investigated example existed. These results apply to a specific, and commonly occurring 

in Sweden, bridge structure (Uppenberg, et al., 2017). However, the methodology and 

systematics, communicated through advice and guidance, are applicable in all contexts where 

infrastructure is being constructed and/or in situations of demanded climate reduction. 

 

The project takes into account an aspect that is generally not taken into account in the context 

of a common bridge project, namely reduction of GHG emissions. There are a variety of 

requirements and other aspects to be considered when implementing infrastructure, for instance 

economic, technical and functional performance, aesthetics, etcetera. According to Uppenberg 

et al. (2017), it is a prerequisite that all requirements are included and weighed together.   

 

3.3 Environmental certification systems and standards   

In addition to requirements and guidelines, there are various environmental certification 

systems and standards to assess how sustainable projects within the civil engineering sector are 

executed. Its application can be an approach of creating systematic work for reduced emissions 

and environmental impact. Available for implementation of infrastructure projects are 
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CEEQUAL and PAS 2080, both of which deal with topical measures in the construction of 

concrete structures. An additional purpose of the project (Optimized building of concrete 

bridges from a climate perspective) was to demonstrate how implementation of CEEQUAL and 

PAS 2080 could facilitate the integration of climate-related work. Thereby encouraging the use 

of these systems or similar approaches for systematic sustainability management of 

construction projects.    

 

The Civil Engineering Environmental Quality Assessment and Award Scheme (CEEQUAL) is 

a certification system for improving sustainability in civil engineering and public realm project. 

By grading and rewarding projects, based on a number of sustainability criteria, efforts and 

achievements that go beyond the legal minimum of sustainability and social aspects are 

encouraged. The system can be used by both clients, designers, and contractors to give the 

project a structured approach to managing sustainability issues. The certification system uses a 

4-degree grading scale: Pass, Good, Very Good, and Excellent. The following sustainability 

aspects are included: Project Strategy, Project Management, People and Communities, Land 

use and Landscape, The Historic Environment, Ecology and Biodiversity, Water Environment, 

Physical Resources Use and Management, and Transport (CEEQUAL, u.d.). Emissions of 

GHG’s from a lifecycle perspective is an essential part of CEEQUAL, and users who through 

LCA calculations systematically work to reduce emissions, identify, implement and follow up 

actions for improvement are rewarded (Uppenberg, et al., 2017). 

 

PAS (Publicly Available Specification) 2080: Carbon Management in Infrastructure was 

introduced in spring 2016 and is a standard for managing infrastructure carbon. The standard is 

aimed at all participants operating in the value chain, i.e. managers, designers, constructors, and 

product- and material suppliers. The purpose is to provide the industry with a common 

framework for managing CO2 throughout the entire lifecycle when delivering infrastructure 

assets (BSI, 2016). PAS 2080 provides support to (BSI, 2016; Uppenberg, et al., 2017): 

 Decide an appropriate target for GHG emission reduction  

 Define baseline for which the reductions are measured against  

 Determine metrics and indicators for quantification and reporting  

 Decide on quantification methods for GHG emissions   

 To report at relevant project phases to enable visibility of work and results  

 Continuous and systematic improvement of approaches and results   

PAS 2080 is developed in the UK and has not yet been applied to any project in Sweden. 

However, in line with the industry becoming more international, it will probably be relevant 

in the near future. Especially since British standards frequently lie at the forefront in relation 

to international and European standards (Uppenberg, et al., 2017).     
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4 Management and strategy for infrastructure projects  

Some common themes are obvious in the case of projects, namely, their uniqueness, certain 

timeframe and focus. Due to time and space, task, project team members, and result, projects 

have a certain degree of novelty. Projects are temporary, meaning that, there is a definite 

start and end date. The group of team members together establish a temporary organisation 

that carry out the task, and when the project ends the group split and the members move on. 

The performed task it so deliver a specific, many times even unique, result (Maylor, 2010). 

The following definition is stated by Project Management Association of Japan (2005):  

 

“A project refers to a value creation undertaking based on a specific mission, which is 

completed in a given or agreed timeframe and under constrains, including resources and 

external circumstances.”  

 

As to project Mälarbanan it is a typical case of an extensive infrastructure project for which 

holds all the characteristics of a project as defined above. It is unique, as it intends to 

improve a vital part of the Swedish railway system and involves a variety of difficulties and 

challenges. Among other things, the project include movement of railroad traffic from street 

level to tunnel in a very demanding environment. Furthermore, it affects a large number of 

people and involves multiple stakeholders in different constellations. All projects – 

Mälarbanan included – passes through a number of different phases for which together 

represent the project life cycle. The number of phases and their scope is determined by the 

size and complexity of the project itself. Traditional project management literature offers a 

general project delivery model applicable to all projects including, starting the project, 

organizing and preparing, carrying out the project work, and closing the project (PMI, 2013; 

Maylor, 2010; Wirkus, 2016).  

 

For large projects like Mälarbanan the life cycle represent a basic framework allowing 

identification of specific phases involved. The purpose of the project, i.e. what and when 

the project will deliver, is ordinarily set before the initial stage. The phases included in the 

project are characterized by their function and outcome, and each phase consist of tasks and 

difficulties with different degree of complexity (PMI, 2013). In carrying out projects, the 

phases themselves are occasionally considered as smaller-projects as the project life cycle 

is mapped to each phase (Maylor, 2010). In the case of project Mälarbanan the main 

purpose, set by the Swedish Transport Administration, is to increase accessibility, quality 

and attractiveness by a reconstruction from two to four trail tracks. However, in order to 

enable implementation the project has been divided into different stages, which, in terms of 

performance are smaller projects within the main project. The expansion of Mälarbanan 

applies for a total length of 20 kilometres and is performed in two stages. As mentioned in 

the introductory chapter, the main focus of this research lies on a section named Huvudsta 

– Duvbo which belongs to the second stage.  
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It is no coincidence that the reconstruction of Mälarbanan is performed by the means of a 

project: in the infrastructure sector projects are the most dominant way to operate. In modern 

society, where cities are facing constant change and growth, a well-functioning 

infrastructure system plays an important role. Development and updating of infrastructure 

lies in many interests and has a high socio-economic value. Furthermore, there is an interest, 

both from a cost perspective and society as a whole, that the project is implemented 

strategically and effectively (Eriksson, et al., 2017). In line with project Mälarbanan, a 

common feature of infrastructure projects is that they extend over a long period of time. 

After planning and designing of the project, the construction began in 2012 and has an 

expected competition date no earlier than 2028. Due to the period of time, changes are 

inevitable as conditions, inadequate solutions, scope, and customer requirements change. 

Generally, infrastructure projects are also characterized by complexity, which adds to the 

likelihood of change (Eriksson, et al., 2017). In addition, projects are initially associated 

with two major factors; risk and uncertainty. As the project goes forward these factors 

decrease with determination and delivery. However, the ability to change and influence the 

result also decrease as the project continues (PMI, 2013). Since project Mälarbanan involve 

a number of phases the risk and uncertainty reappear as a new phase initiates.    

 

4.1 Project management  

Project management is about meeting the requirements of a project by applying the right 

knowledge, skills and methods to achieve a specific goal. According to PMI’s A Guide to 

the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMI, 2013), five process categories are 

involved: initiation (defining), planning, performance (the actual delivery), progress 

monitoring and control, and closing the project. Furthermore, there are a number of elements 

to be considered and addressed in order to achieve successful project management. The 

below mentioned project management elements are discussed (Sözüer & Spang, 2014): 

 Definition of objectives and tasks  

 Work breakdown structure 
 Stakeholder management  

 Cost management  

 Team management   
 Conflict management  

 Configuration/change management  

 Claim management  

 Structured project start and competition  

 Project planning  

 Scheduling 

 Risk management  
 Communication management 

 Project control  

 Contract management  
 Knowledge management  

 

According to Sözüer & Spang (2014), who has investigated the importance of good project 

management in infrastructure projects, elements that are frequently used are considered 

more important. Simultaneously, there is a link between frequently encountored problems 

and elements used to a lesser extent, meaning that elements that are considered less 

important are not used properly or to a sufficient level. Sözüer & Spang (2014) found that 

definition of objectives and taskt, contract management, project control and scheduling are 

project management elements that are commonly used among infrastructure projects. 

Whereas stakeholder management, risk management and configuration/change 

management are used to a less extent. Another notable insight is that each project has 
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different characteristics and require custom project management. For example, Eriksson, et 

al. (2017) states that complex product systems where non-routine is normal requires a 

project management approach focused on flexibility, adaptation and exploitation of new 

knowledge, as well as cooperation. However, although parallels can be drawn, it is 

important to emphasize that these studies are not directly aimed at investigating the 

interaction between project management and environmental aspects. Some project 

management elements are more frequently occuring or higlighted by the existing body of 

literature related to infrastructure and sustainability aspects for which the following sections 

are devoted to.  

 

4.1.1 Stakeholder participation  

As mentioned large infrastructure projects concern and involve multiple stakeholders, both 

directly and indirectly. Stakeholders primarily refers to the project team, client, contractors, 

municipalities, community and government for which to different degrees are able to 

influence the project. Stakeholder management involve, among other things, collecting and 

exploitation of experience, knowledge, and expectations from a diverse collection of project 

stakeholders. In the context, the project leader is often faced with challenges in balancing 

the interests of different stakeholder (Rahman, et al., 2017). Simultaneously, the 

stakeholders have a significant ability to influence the project outcomes with regard to time, 

cost, and quality (Al Nahyan, et al., 2014), as well as they are the ones who decides whether 

a result is successful or not (Rahman, et al., 2017). It is not uncommon that stakeholders’ 

interests vary over the life cycle of the project due to increased insight and/or new or altered 

values. As infrastructure projects often last for a long period of time one can pre expect that 

expectations change for which further challenges the project leaders (Al Nahyan, et al., 

2014). It is well known that communication is the way to achieve stakeholder consensus 

and find solutions that satisfy all parties. Inadequate communication is in fact the most 

common reason for uncontrollable changes and failures (Butt, et al., 2016).            

 

The above mentioned stakeholders are relevant in the case of project Mälarbanan. The 

project owner, to equal, the client, is the Swedish Government who defined the purpose and 

set limitations. The project team, those charged with carrying out the project itself, is 

composed of a large number of individuals with different backgrounds, competencies and 

roles. Most individuals work directly under the Swedish Government whereas some are 

consultants hired in the absence of competence and experience. Consultants working on 

projects are commonplace, and they normally generate a large percentage to their total 

revenue through projects. Installation of a local office has enabled and streamlined the 

project and function as a workplace for all involved. As the project has proceeded, the local 

office has moved to increase presence and accessibility. In the matter of reduced climate 

impact, the stakeholders’ expectations vary due to values and priorities. The establishment 

of climate goals might be considered as enounced expectations. Those climate targets 

connected to project Mälarbanan are stated in chapter 4.2 Goals and requirements affecting 

project Mälarbanan.  
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4.1.2 Project control  

In project execution, project control play a key role in ensuring that project goals are 

accomplished. According to Kivilä, et al. (2017), project control can be described by 

“encouraging behavior that is desirable to achieving the organization's objectives”. In 

practice, project control means application of different control mechanisms to reduce the gap 

between project planning and execution – with regard to time, cost and actual performance – to 

reach agreed results. The process is supported and managed by collecting goal-related 

information and systematically coordinating decisions (PMI, 2013). The knowledge of 

sustainability-related project control in infrastructure projects is limited. Kivilä, et al. (2017), 

who have recognized this gap of knowledge has researched the control mechanisms used by 

project organizations. As part of this, a qualitative case study was carried out on an extensive 

infrastructure project with a modern public-private partnership (PPP) contract (an alliance 

contract) that closely resemble project Mälarbanan. Many interesting aspect are presented in 

the study, among others, the following conclusions (Kivilä, et al., 2017):   

 In general, most literature on project control are centered on intra-organizational control. 

However, the study raises the importance of external control, i.e. the necessity for 

sustainability governance.    

 Project control as regard to sustainability aspects need to be integrated as part of the 

overall project management. In addition, existing internal project control should be 

supplemented with a distinct project sustainability governance.  

 The study proved that the alliance contract model was very successful to promote 

sustainability in public investment projects. It is therefore recommended that public 

investors consider this model as an alternative to more traditional models. Furthermore, 

it is recommended that the selected contract model (regardless of which kind is chosen) 

largely governs the project's practices as regard to sustainability.    

 An alliance contract, along with regulatory requirements, facilitates the management of 

risk and benefit sharing as sustainability becomes a matter for all parties involved, not 

only the project team. Through this, more potential opportunities for innovations are 

captured.   

 In order to enable innovation and sustainable practices throughout an entire 

infrastructure investment project intensive and collaborative planning are advantageous. 

This also applies to the quality of the actual result of the project.  

 Through application of an incentive model, the sustainability aspects were promoted all 

through the case project execution. In the conclusion of the study incentive models with 

build-in sustainability were raised as an important and central part of alliance contacting.   

 Financial incentive proved to be vital control mechanisms of the alliance contract. The 

bonus system contributed both to goal achievement and to efforts to create the best 

possible outcomes.     

 

4.1.3 Knowledge management  

Knowledge is an organization's most important asset, and an important factor behind 

development and economic growth. It is widely known that the infrastructure sector is 

knowledge-intensive for which require knowledge to cope with varying conditions and new 

challenges (Aerts, et al., 2017; Wu & Xue, 2013). The aim of knowledge managament (KM) is 

to identify, integrate and share knowledge to promote the competitive advantages and 
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achievements of organisations (Wu & Xue, 2013). Borial (2002:293) use a common definition 

that highlights a recurring factors in literature related to project and knowledge management: 

“The process of continually  managing knowledge  of  all kinds  to  meet  existing  and emerging  

needs,  to  identify  and  exploit  existing  and  acquired knowledge assets and to develop new 

opportunities.”. According to Wu and Xue (2013) intellectual capital and information flows 

are the basis of KM and promotes:  

 Correctly oriented and adapted knowledge in the context of a complex project environment. 

 Systematic decision-making by project leaders and stakeholders.  

 The spread and management of information, methods and technologies of sustainability. 

 The visualization of the coupling between performance and immidiate feedback and error 

correction.   

Aerts, Dooms, and Haezendonck (2017) highlights the link between growth of infrastructure 

projects in terms of scale, time and complexity and the number of professionals and 

stakeholders. This affects the size and nature of information generated during the project, 

making it more diverse and unwieldy (Aerts, et al., 2017). 

 

Knowledge is divided into two types: explicit and tacit. The former referes to knowledge 

captured in documentation that can easily be obtained and shared. The second referes to 

knowledge found in the minds of individuals, i.e. experience and know-how as previously 

created through involvement. Figure 2 illustrates the formation of explicit and tacit knowledge 

(Wu & Xue, 2013). 

 

Figure 2. The formation of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Adapted from Wu & Xue (2013). 

 

The character of tacit knowledge – its personal nature and the difficulties of codification – 

contributes to the difficulty in identifying and quantifying its importance in the context, 

meaning that, despite its essentiality, it is usually considered as abstract and hardly manageable. 

According to Boiral (2002) this is especially true in the area of environmental management, as 
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a preponderance exist of explicit knowledge while tacit knowledge, know-how and individual 

aspects about environmental issues are overridden. The development and utilization of tacit 

knowledge within the organization is every so often hampered by the fact that environmental 

issues require highly specialized competence, resulting in frequent use of external consultation. 

In the quest for reduced environmental impact, e.g. less polluting procedures, Boiral (2002) 

emphasizes the importance of environmental consultants’ presence in the employees’ own 

environment. In this way, progressive exchange of knowledge and values for reduced climate 

impact take place. In the case of project Mälarbanan the project team members represent agents 

of change whereupon their understanding and values play a decisive role.  

 

In the context of large infrastructure projects, one major barrier is that most KM systems are 

created for sharing explicit knowledge. Wu and Xue (2013), who have examined the possibility 

of sharing tacit knowledge in project-based organizations (PBO’s) – with focus on 

infrastructure projects – state that a platform for sharing and managing tacit knowledge is 

essential. Their study focuses on and recommends a concept, known as community of practice 

(CoP) that refers to a group of individuals who seek knowledge, solve problems, discuss, 

allocate resources and transforms knowledge into action. The purpose of CoP in the context is 

to enhance performance by sharing and developing tacit and explicit knowledge in an efficient 

and economical way. The goal is to learn from each other, exchange creative thinking, and gain 

knowledge related to a particular field. Regarding KM in PBO’s Wu and Xue (2013) emphasize 

the importance of an organized and well-functioning platform for data sharing and former flows 

of information. However, in addition to the scope of explicit knowledge a platform where both 

extensive and more delicate details can be addressed and processed is needed.  In an 

environment where a large number of engineers and experts within different areas gather, there 

is reason to create direct contact and communication. Through CoP, the value of collective 

experience and expertise are intensified, and possible cross-boundary interactions are created 

that help carrying the project forward effectively.  

 

For PBO’s there is a challenge in managing the paradox of long-term and short-term focus, also 

known as exploration and exploitation. Exploitation involves the procurement and development 

of existing knowledge, methodologies, and technology. Exploration involves searching for new 

and innovative knowledge and techniques with the aim of developing strategically. In order to 

maintain competitiveness, it is critical to manage both exploration and exploitation. The 

expression organizational ambidexterity refers to an organization's ability to handle and achieve 

both exploration and exploitation. Different solutions to ambidexterity occur for which are 

applicable in different contexts, these are (Eriksson, 2013):  

 Structural ambidexterity – separation of exploration and exploitation activities, often to 

different entities within the organization.   

 Sequential ambidexterity – alternately focus on the different types of activities, meaning 

time-based separation.   

 Contextual ambidexterity – synchronized and simultaneous efforts to accomplish both 

exploration and exploitation within a device or group.   
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According to Eriksson (2013), who has investigated how organizational ambidexterity is best 

achieved in PBO’s avocates solutions with contextual character. As regards time, a conflict 

between exploration and exploitation typically exist which in practice is tackled by processes 

and mechanisms whose intention is to support, encourage and reward simultaneous efforts. This 

contradictory concept may be controlled through, for example, different approaches of 

targeting, recruitment, incentive systems, and risk management (Eriksson, 2013). 

 

According to Aerts, et al. (2017), it is relevant in the context of large scale infrastructure public-

private partnership (PPP) projects to study how knowledge is accumulated, shared, transferred 

and reused intra- and inter-organizational wise. By studying two Belgian cases of long-term 

infrastructure projects where the aim was to develop and expand the railway system, the 

conclusion was that project-based learning in the context is undeveloped. The study indicated 

a low focus on continuous creation and acquisition of explicit, collective, and organizational-

level knowledge. The knowledge generated in the context remains with individuals working in 

the project team and is not naturally absorbed by the organization. In other words, mechanisms 

intended to transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge were missing and not prioritized 

in the context. Low frequency and temporary nature of large scale infrastructure project are two 

of the root causes. Other causes are that transferring explicit knowledge to the originating 

organization brings a need for additional time and investments. Moreover, the authors 

summarize driving forces and barriers to KM in PPP projects, as seen in Table 2.     

 

Table 2. Drivers and barriers for KM in PPP projects. Adopted from Aerts, et al. (2017). 

Drivers  Barriers  

 Increased project complexity  
o New types and amounts of  

construction-related knowledge  

o New forms of infrastructure  

procurement  
 Fostering innovation and continuous 

improvement and alliance formation  

o Long term commitment  
o Reduction of rework  

o Repeated interaction 

o Limited number of potential bidders  

 Construction industry culture  

o Slow adaptation of knowledge  

 Market logic  
o Confidentiality of knowledge  

o Uniqueness of knowledge  

o Reliability of knowledge  

 Employee turnover  
 Lack of processes and tools for knowledge 

transfer  

o Lack of organization level commitment  
to knowledge management  

o Lack of individual level motivation for 

knowledge sharing  

 

 

4.1.4 Contract management        

In case of investment decisions, the client may choose between different contact models and 

procurement methods depending on the chosen degree of participation and reasonability. This 

choice can greatly affect the achievement of project goals, including environmental and climate 

goals (Sanchez, et al., 2015). Based on who will be responsible for design and project planning 

and how the execution of the work is organized, different groups, categories, of contracts and 

procurement can be applied. Those in Sweden most common variants of procurement and 
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contract models used are listed below (Wimert Lundgren Advokatbyrå , 2012; Banverket, VTI, 

Vägverket, 2007):    

 Type of procurement  

o Trades contract. Characterized by several contractors for which have individual 

agreements with the client, but not any mutual agreement. The design and project 

planning is carried out by consultants who also have direct agreements with the 

client.    

o General contract. The client agrees with a general contractor who become 

responsible for the overall work and implementation. In turn, the general contractor 

employs subcontractors for the execution.  

o Nominated subcontractors. The client procures the individual parts, and then 

contracts with a main contractor who take over the clients’ contracts with the various 

contractors and thus becoming a general contractor.   

 Type of contract  

o Design and construct (D&C) contract. Characterized by agreement between client 

and contractor that covers both design and project planning and implementation. 

The (total) contactor is thus responsible for the design and project planning, the 

procurement of subcontractors, and the execution.   

o Execution contact. The contractor is not responsible for design and project planning. 

The contractor's obligations are therefore dependent on the instructions received 

from the client in the form of drawings and other documents.  

D&C contract are commonly used within infrastructure projects. As the contractor enters at an 

early stage in the process, the participants are given greater opportunity to influence and find 

the best solution (Banverket, VTI, Vägverket, 2007). Beyond these, there are other less common 

models. In the case of project Mälarbanan, a contract model named ECI – Early Contractor 

Involvement – is used. ECI means that the constructor who will carry out the construction 

comes in at early stage to participate during design and project planning before construction 

starts. ECI is a common form of contract across Europe, but has not been used to the same 

extent in Sweden. The aim is to enable innovation within cost-effective constrains (Trafikverket 

, 2016).  

 

In order to encourage contractors to perform better in terms of environment and climate 

mitigation, procurement practices and project initiatives are utilized. Examples of such are pre-

qualification and tender, performance indicators, incentives, and suitable contract models. The 

execution phase is decisive for reaching project goals and the choice of contract model – 

including clauses, responsibilities, risk allocation, etc. – is important from a strategic 

perspective. Allowing contractors in the early stages of the procurement process has proven to 

be effective for the achievement of environmental and climate objectives. In an Australian study 

made by Sanchez, et al. (2015), comparison of two cases of infrastructure projects with different 

contract models were made with regard to GHG emission impact. The contract models for the 

cases were: 1) ECI contact, and 2) D&C contract including clauses in the tender documents. 

The result revealed that ECI promotes environmental performance while attaining time and 

financial savings, as decisions made at early stage are better integrated throughout execution 

activities. Though, it is also concluded that ECI is far from optimal from a GHG performance 
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perspective as the potential improvement margin is large. Among other things, the following 

conclusions were drawn: 

 The most critical decisions are made during pre-tender phase. Even though contractors 

are involved at early stage thru ECI, the capability of the team to influence is relatively 

small. The conceptual design and central decisions are already made and fixed at the 

time the ECI team is involved. During the study's preliminary study, it was also observed 

that infrastructure projects usually struggle to cope with the goals and commitments 

made during the planning process. The main reason is that content and formalistic 

planning are established before decisions influencing project design and environmental 

performance.   

 During the bid preparation the ECI contractor focused on initiatives concerning 

environmental sustainability first after the client expressed a particular interest on the 

matter.  

 One major differences revealed when comparing contract models was that ECI contracts 

(along with Alliance contracts) give opportunities to “make things happen”, while using 

D&C contacts (and execution contracts) changes regarding design and planning are very 

difficult to manage. 

 Collaborative approaches – i.e. ECI and Alliance – for project delivery allows, inter alia, 

visualization of common goals and financial benefits created through design changes.   

 A need for measurable key performance indicators (KPIs) concerning environmental 

and climate issues for contractors and project managers was identified. In this context, 

the use of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was advocated which is an 

internationally accepted method for evaluating environmental impacts from major 

infrastructure projects. 
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5 Sustainability goals and requirements    

An important and recurring topic within the examined body of literature is project goal 

definition, the choice of assessment methods for goal achievement, and how these affect 

behaviour and ability to act (Damsø, et al., 2017). As extensive infrastructure projects cause 

changes in societies, involve a large number of stakeholders, and may have remarkable 

environmental and social consequences, project management as regard to sustainability 

aspects is highly relevant. Initially defining sustainability goals as a complement to other 

aspects, are likely to generate value and benefits (Kivilä, et al., 2017).  

 

With the intention of optimiseing the perfomance of environmentally sustainable 

construction project within tolerable cost constrains, a number of modifications to 

traditional project management processes and practices are presented by Bradley Robichaud 

& Anantatmula (2011). By studying the life cycle of traditional project management, 

specific adjustment proposals for improving the ability of managing both environmental 

requirements and cost-efectiveness were identified. This resulted in the following five 

guidelines (Bradley Robichaud & Anantatmula, 2011):   

 Begin with the end in mind. It is during a project's feasibility and design stages the most 

decisive step lie. By setting sustainability goals and priorities in an early phase, the 

following project decisions and planning will be made within a defined framework. The 

project owner and leader are the ones who initially have to identify and set goals.  

 Integrate the project team. Hire a combination of professionals to meet specific skills 

required to achieve the project goal. Key members and project managers should get 

involved early in the project's feasibility stages. The major challenges for a team 

working together in a multidisciplinary context are collaboration, communication, and 

coordination. It is necessary that all team members get a clear and common 

understanding of defined goals in order to implement needed processes and practices. 

 Design with the whole team approach. Maintained involvement and participation from 

all team members during design, development, price estimation, and document creation. 

The responsibility for this being implemented with the entire team involved is the project 

manager.  

 Use bonuses and rewards in project contracting. Usually, contractors are involved in 

connection with the bidding procedure. Traditionally, bidding takes place through the 

hard bidding method, where the lowest bid is typically assigned to the job. This might 

involve several disadvantages, inter alia, possible lack of quality in subcontractors, 

uncertainty concerning savings and fragmentation of accountability. Hence, contracts 

should contain specific clauses that encourage and enable sustainable practices. The use 

of bonuses, incentives, performance agreements, and training that rewards efforts gets 

great effect.   

 Provide for training and communications throughout construction. To ensure that a 

project is implemented with high cost efficiency while at the same time meeting the 

environmental goals, continuous communication and education are necessary. In 

practice this can be done through, for example a joint start-up meeting followed by 

regular meetings, as well as workshops and training opportunities.  
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5.2 Goals and requirements affecting project Mälarbanan 

The aim of project Mälarbanan is to develop a sustainable environmentally adapted transport 

system to counteract the increased motoring. However, the project itself entails a great impact 

on the environment. In 2016, project Mälarbanan’s total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions were 

estimated to 290 000 tons of CO2-equivalents, where the section Huvudsta–Duvbo account for 

about 60 percentage of the emissions. The largest contributor, instigating a large percentage 

linked to Huvudsta–Duvbo, is the tunnel where large amount of concrete are included. 

Generally, concrete has a large impact as regards to GHG’s and thereof constitute a central 

aspect (see 5.1 The impact and challenges of concrete). In terms of goals and requirements to 

reduced climate impact project Mälarbanan is affected by both external and internal units. 

Externally through the European Union, by e.g. the Paris Agreement (European Commission, 

2016; Regeringskansliet, 2016), the Swedish Government, Trafikverket, and internally through 

jointly developed goals. The following paragraphs defines goals, guidelines and requirements 

for which the project team must relate to.      

 

In 2016 new climate targets were established by the Swedish Government saying that the net 

emissions of GHG’s to the atmosphere should be zero by 2045, to subsequently achieve 

negative emissions (Regeringskansliet, 2017). In line with these goals the Swedish Transport 

Administration has introduces new directives to reduce GHG’s and climate impact. As the 

directives were introduced after commissioning the project is not truthfully affected, still there 

is an interest in working systematically with energy and climate efficiency measures. The 

relevant guidelines are as follows (Trafikverket, 2017): 

 

 TDOK 2015:0007 describes that climate calculations should be made for investments 

worth a value of 50 million SEK or more.  

 TDOK 2015:0480 include climate requirements in planning, construction, maintenance 

and on technically approved railroad material. The guideline contains requirements for 

preparation of action proposals for reducing climate impact.  

 

In the time of establishing guideline TDOK 2015:0007 and TDOK 2015:0480 the project was 

largely commenced and operational. The project was covered by TDOK 2015:0007 and 

accompanying measures were instituted. Project Mälarbanan was not subject to the 

requirements of TDOK 2015:0480. However, there was a voluntary commitment to work on 

efficiency- and climate mitigation measurements in line with the guideline. In the need for 

competence and expertise, a WSP consultant specialized in environmental and sustainability 

issues along with experience from large infrastructure projects was hired. The initial climate 

calculations revealed a saving potential of 15 % for the entire project, and 30 % of future 

construction works linked to the subsection Huvudsta – Duvbo. Against this background, 

decisions were made on these numbers. Concrete and reinforcement are dominant in terms of 

climate impact for the subsection Huvudsta – Duvbo and thus constitute key factor for success 

(Trafikverket , 2017).   
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To carry out calculations on GHG emissions a tool, Klimatkalkyl, was developed by the 

Swedish Transport Administration. In line with life cycle assessment (LCA) this tool calculates 

emissions generated by different inventions and/or processes. By that, identification of saving 

measures and comparison between different solutions are visualized (Trafikverket, 2017). As 

regard to TDOK 2015:007 and TDOK 2015:0048, climate requirements against project 

planners and building contractors are created individually according to prevailing conditions. 

In tender documents a percentage is stated as a measure of savings that project planners or 

building contractors shall achieve, compared with a calculated started point provided by the 

Swedish Transport Administration in the shape of a Klimatkalkyl (respondent A, 2018). 

Subsequently, there are requirements for monthly reporting and annual report on environmental 

concerns, where the climate perspective is contained (respondent C, 2018).  

 

5.3 Current climate action plan    

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the focus of this study is on the subproject of 

Mälarbanan named Huvudsta – Duvbo. In connection with the startup of this subproject, the 

two above mentioned guidelines were first applied. Due to deviating results, development and 

improvement are desired for deeper integration of the climate perspective. Hence, this section 

gives a brief overview of the present climate action plan and practices.  

 

The climate action plan for Huvudsta – Duvbo is considered a living document aimed at 

controlling, documenting and monitoring the work on climate mitigation and energy efficiency. 

The document describes implementation and continuation of climate-related work as well as 

identified actions prioritized by the project. In order to systematically address the matter an 

operation method was developed by WSP in line with the requirements set by the Swedish 

Transport Administration through TDOK 2015:0007. The method named KEEP – Climate and 

Energy Efficiency Process – essentially consists of following steps (Trafikverket , 2017): 

1. Establish Klimatkalkyl and decide on starting position. 

2. Identify climate and energy efficiency actions.  

3. Implement and follow up of actions in the climate action plan.  

4. EPD (Environmental Product Declaration) and actual climate accounting.   

 

The climate action plan also describes how identification, prioritization, and implementation of 

actions are integrated into ordinary work. For instance, the topic should be dealt with in 

appropriate forum and responsible for prioritized actions shall be appointed. It is also 

emphasized that selected actions should be included in the decision-making basis in the same 

way as economics, timetables, etc. A working group consisting of representatives from project 

planners/contractors and environmental coordinator responsible for the relevant project part 

along with a project group at Swedish Transport Administration and WSP are established. The 

working group decide on actions to be included in the climate action plan. Thereafter, the 

climate action plan (by rights recommendations) is conveyed by Swedish Transport 

Administration’s representative to a steering committee for final decision. After determination, 

the action plan is one of the project's governing documents.  
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6 Primary data collection  
Collected primary data retrieved through interviews and workshop are summarized and 

presented in this chapter. Through this collection, the third objective are addressed including 

identification and discussion of potential challenges, opportunities and solutions. The purpose 

of this data collection was to supplement and develop the knowledge gained through review of 

literature, documents and of current working methodology. As well as obtaining suggestions 

on how integration can be facilitated with new tools, collaborations and other solutions. Data 

of this nature was essential to enable implementation of the fourth objective and achievement 

of the aim of the study.    

 

6.1 Findings from interviews  

After conducting interviews and transcribing a thematic analysis the findings were conducted. 

This means that focus was on finding patterns (themes) in the data for further presentation in 

terms of rich descriptions. This resulted in seven different categories for identified challenges 

and barriers, see section 6.1.1 – 6.1.7. Furthermore, improvement proposals given during the 

interviews are summarized in section 6.1.8 – 6.1.9. The proposals included are those considered 

relevant by the researcher. The information given in the various sections are more or less 

intertwined and interdependent. A challenge might be interpreted as the cause of another, as 

well as solutions are sometimes embedded in different statements.   

 

6.1.1 Ownership and risk  

This section presents findings concerned with barriers caused by fear of making mistakes and/or 

lack of responsibility in the matter. In order to achieve change, decisions that involve a certain 

degree of risk are inevitable. These decisions should be well-founded and carefully considered. 

Furthermore, the decision should be properly supported so that the actual decision-maker knows 

support and security. During the interviews, challenges related to risk and ownership have been 

identified for which can be derived from different grounds. Initially, difficulties arise in the 

multidisciplinary context as the matter of ownership and responsibility for the common process 

is uncertain. One of the interviewees (Respondent G, 2018) exemplifies the current uncertainty 

by describing the complexity of problems that arise when a client establishes procurement for 

different phases in a project separately. According to the respondent, the ordering organisation 

has a growing need for external competence as less competence is held internally. 

Consequently, consultants receive greater responsibility in this context which according to the 

respondent may have consequences like: 

 

“The effect is that you also hire project managers who are external consultants, and that means 

that not even the project manager has or knows any real interest or long-term responsibility.” 

– Respondent G (2018)  

 

Thus, complicatedness arise when individuals are occasionally involved in projects with 

intention of performing one specific task. This is confirmed by Respondent E and F (2018) who 

refer to their own reasoning in the context where they rarely find reason to perform additional 

effort than assigned. Accordingly, we reach the question, who is actually in charge of 

concretizing and developing the process? And who in the multidisciplinary context are most 
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suitable? According to respondent A, it is the project manager’s responsibility to achieve set 

goals for climate reduction in the case of Mälarbanan. As suggested by several respondents, the 

client possesses ownership of the matter and may therefore require action. Respondent E 

(2018), however, emphasizes the importance of support from the originating organization (in 

this case WSP) as the client in the matter is merely a part of the multidisciplinary context. The 

respondent argue that work internally within the originating organization and the insight that 

alternative approaches for delivery are possible, and further states that:  

 

“It is a lot about breaking old patterns and daring to change patterns.” – Respondent E (2018)        

 

In an organizational position, where support for the individuals working in the multidisciplinary 

context enables risk and profit to become a common concern. 

 

Another identified aspect is when decisions, and thus the risk end up falling at one single or a 

few individuals. Such a situation occurred at project Mälarbanan when a decision regarding an 

alternative, more climate-friendly, concrete material were deliberated. Respondent A (2018) 

was then included in the context and participated in the discussion. In this specific case, a 

specialist was faced with the choice of using a traditional material or approve deviation for an 

alternative material. The specialist experienced uncertainty about the responsibility and 

possible accompanying consequences for which resulted in a delay in the use of the alterative 

material. Respondent A (2018) understands the insecurity of the specialist and describes a 

scenario where errors are found at later stage. However, the respondent underlines, there are 

directives from above allowing such deviations and claim that, despite the support, a certain 

slowness and fear remains. The question of responsibility in scenarios like his is also discussed 

by respondent D (2018) who questions individual risk taking. If a material does not hold what 

it promises and the requested qualities fail, who is responsible?   

 

6.1.2 Knowledge 

The focus of this section is knowledge related barriers and challenges. Knowledge is a 

fundamental factor in creating change and in order to break patterns one must know the existing 

possibilities to do differently. Through the background and preliminary study it is clear that 

further actions and opportunities for improvement are available. The researcher’s intent ion of 

the interviews – in addition to asking concrete questions – was to create an idea about the current 

level of knowledge and interest in the matter. The researcher’s general perception is that the 

respondents are unaware of potential opportunities, i.e. to what extent they can actually 

contribute. The connection between material use, economy and CO2 emissions is explicit, and 

since the general objective is to develop a cost-effective solution, the perception is that 

substantial CO2 reduction already occurs. During the interview with respondent G (2018), the 

following was stated: 

 

“Some claim that we are bad at working with sustainability and environmental issues within 

this trade, but as a bridge constructor, that is what we do all day long and always have done 

because there is a connection with the economy.” – Respondent G (2018) 
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Conversely, in discussion regarding further reduction opportunities the same respondent state 

that:  

 

“One can improve through better knowledge, we probably have too little knowledge to really 

know what we could do.” – Respondent G (2018)        

 

This fact is confirmed by respondent D (2018) who claims that both knowledge and focus on 

the field in daily practice is very small. According to the respondent, it is seldom a client ask 

for climate smart solutions and when it happens the respondent is left wondering; what does a 

climate smart solution actually mean? And as a project planner, what freedom of action are you 

given? Respondent F (2018) argues correspondingly and confirm the lack of knowledge 

regarding climate-related issues within the industry, as well as lack of interest and acceptance 

from clients. Though, due to internal education and previous experiences the respondent is 

aware of existing possibilities. However, even if education is needed the respondent experiences 

repugnance among engineers to handle these questions as some find it pointless.   

 

Another aspect of knowledge identified through the interviews are shortcomings regarding 

knowledge and experience transfer. Acquisition and sharing of knowledge and experience 

gained in the multidisciplinary context are usually neglected. According to respondent E, this 

is partly due to factors mentioned in section 6.1.1 Ownership and risk also depends on structural 

barriers and lack of time.   

 

6.1.3 Feedback  
This section summarizes aspects related to feedback, or more specifically the lack of feedback. 

As already mentioned a consultant’s role in the multidisciplinary context is task oriented and 

time limited. A consultant participates in a project with intention of accomplish a piece of work 

in a cost and time efficient manner and thereafter move on. For instance, a constructor who 

works within the frameworks of a construction contract simply provides the building contractor 

with completed document for a bridge that is being completed years later. After delivering 

documents, if no feedback occurs, meaning that the constructor will never receive any feedback 

regarding the consequences. This aspect is discussed during the interview with respondent E 

who categorizes this as something negative.  

 

6.1.4 Time and timing 

This section presents findings from the interviews along with the researcher’s interpretation 

regarding the aspect of time and timing. Barriers and challenges connected to lack of time 

and/or bad timing are recurring and described from several perspectives. In this analysis, the 

three aspects that by the researcher are perceived as most significant are described. These are 

1) lack of time, 2) earlier involvement in projects, and 3) timing in projects. 

 

Integrating the parameter of climate in projects as well as in the everyday work of individuals 

require time and engagement. Stress and the pursuit of short term solutions and satisfaction are 

counterproductive parameters that constitute a barrier in practice. During the interviews, all 
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respondents mentioned lack of time as a challenge in some sentence. By experience respondent 

F (2018) knows that climate mitigation measures and accurate optimisation require time. 

Unfortunately, that extra time rarely exist in projects:  

 

“The customer is not always willing to pay for that extra time, or willing to give us that time.” 

– Respondent F (2018)    

 

Further, the respondent experiences that the path until all involved parties are aware and know 

the positive choices are long. At present, stress is a critical factor that hinders the integration of 

new aspects. This is confirmed by, inter alia, respondent E (2018) who describes stress, short 

delivery dates, short term satisfaction etc. as limiting factors:  

 

“The project is always in focus and everything else, proactive work, is always set aside as the 

project work must be delivered here and then. We are very short-term in order to get that short-

term satisfaction both financially and in terms of our own performance, and therefore we let 

other things stand aside.” – Respondent E (2018)     

 

The link between time limitations and prioritizing is also discussed during the interview with 

respondent D (2018) who, in the role of project planner, experience an intensified time pressure 

in the various stages. Each step in the process – different planning stages, procurement of 

building contractor, creation of documents, etc. – requires time, and mistakes happens more 

often. According to respondent D (2018), unnecessary mistakes are committed due to the 

limited time and pressure on reduced costs for which in turn leads to untidiness. In this context, 

the aspect of climate is commonly of low priority and brought up too late in the process. 

Though, it is not incorporated in the process yet and is not a part of the everyday thoughts 

(respondent D, 2018).     

 

The ability to make changes, to question and rethink solutions are currently not included in the 

time schedule. In reality, there is seldom room for making changes. It is beyond the building 

contractor’s interest to make changes as it is associated with risk, but for it to happen it has to 

be in the interest of the client (respondent D, 2018). However, the possibility of questioning 

and rethinking solutions should be made possible. According to respondent G (2018), space for 

questioning in the planning stages is necessary. Moreover, both interest and understanding 

should lie with the client since it reduces the risk of sticking to poor solutions.      

 

Another parameter where all respondents agree is the importance of early involvement in 

projects. Allowance to discuss climate related issues early in the process to seek common 

solutions is essential. The likelihood that ideas and alternative solutions from several aspects 

become reality increases significantly if involvement occurs early (respondent C, E and G, 

2018). Examples of such aspects where early involvement of the climate perspective may lead 

to alternative solutions are planning, production, collaboration, building sequences and mitigate 

conflicts, to name a few identified. Among other things, respondent C (2018) states that:  

 

“The earlier one get into the thinking and get more focus on sustainability, and constantly 

incorporates it as a parameter in the planning. I believe that it is possible to do a lot, especially 

depending on how the project is planned and how you choose to perform the job.” – Respondent 

C (2018). 
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Through several examples from earlier phases in project Mälarbanan respondent C (2018) 

emphasizes the importance of project planning and timing in the execution phase. Through 

early involvement, dialogue, and collaboration opportunities can be identified and created. One 

mentioned challenge is connected to Swedish waste legislation (Sveriges riksdag, 2011), laws 

on restricted access beach, and other constitutions (Sveriges riksdag , 1998). Extensive 

processes in connection with these laws were reasons behind unimplemented actions in the case 

of project Mälarbanan.    

 

6.1.5 Structural barriers 

This section covers structural aspects that aggravate or totally impede the integration of a 

climate perspective. These aspects are sometimes closely related to other barriers and 

challenges mentioned in this analysis and the distinction in some cases has been difficult. 

However, at the risk of some repetition, the focus of this category is on structures within the 

originating organisation and projects. More specifically, this category concerns questions like:  

 What opportunities exist for an individual in a multidisciplinary context to create 

solutions that brings us closer to a common goal?  

 How are collaborations created in order to enable necessary freedom of action?   

 How is trust and confidence created in the context? And acceptance from the client?   

 

As previously mentioned in chapter 3.1.4 Contract management there are different types of 

contracts and procurement processes. The prerequisites for working in a desirable way differ 

greatly depending on what type of contracts and procurement processes that are applied. The 

individual performance is shaped by the framework to which one has to relate to since it controls 

and limits both time and ability to act. Challenges and barriers associated with this fact were 

treated several times during the interviews. For example, contractors’ ability to influence during 

the production stage is greater in a B&C contract compared with an execution contract 

(respondent C, 2018). Respondent G (2018) describes the process with associated barriers when 

procurement of different phases in projects occurs separately at the lowest possible project 

planning cost:  

 

“If we receive an assignment where we will take over project planning documents that someone 

else has done for further development into a contractual tender document, and we have been 

procured at the lowest price, then we have no interest in starting to question the solutions and 

make new investigations. Naturally, we will likely do the easiest thing. “ – Respondent G (2018) 

 

Procurement of this kind, where procurement takes place one step at a time and the project 

planning costs for each step are central, counteracts the integration of the climate perspective 

along with other perspectives that promotes innovation. According to respondent G (2018), one 

easily get stuck with old solutions that are never properly questioned. Respondent E (2018) 

describes a scenario where decisions are forced at early stages, despite difficulties in making 

well-founded decisions. Instead of letting decisions wait and remain undecided until necessary 

information are available, parameters are locked before entering the next stage. The respondent 

states that we, through this, create barriers and obstacles in our early stages and contracts which 

makes it difficult or impossible for others in the value chain to influence.  
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All respondents believe that early involvement in projects is a key factor. Through early 

involvement the conditions for project members to collaborate, build trust in each other, 

scheme, and raise challenges for a jointly discussion are created. Respondent C claims that the 

biggest difference is achieved through early involvement of contractors, for example through 

ECI contracts. Thoughts about alternative forms of contracts were also expressed during the 

interviews (respondent D, E and G, 2018). In order to really succeed, and create change, WSP 

as a leading organization should challenge old patterns and dare to do things differently. The 

main challenge in that case, in the multidisciplinary context with the temporary team, is to find 

the interface between our own processes and our competitors’ (co-operators) processes 

(respondent E, 2018). After all, the actual performance occurs in these contexts, not in the 

originating organization.  

 

Another mentioned barrier associated with procurement is the Swedish Public Procurement Act 

(respondent D and F, 2018). In that case, subjective perception and risk of reassessment are 

declared as challenges. When setting requirements, clarity and possibility of objective 

assessment are of importance. Another mentioned aspect, related to the Swedish Public 

Procurement Act, is the procurement of contractors with insufficient knowledge. An example 

from project Mälarbanan was a procurement of a foreign contractor with insufficient knowledge 

of our Swedish climate, which later resulted in rebuilding the structure (respondent D, 2018).  

 

6.1.6 Durability 

In this section an analysis of the requirements as regards to durability set by the Swedish 

Transport Administration are presented. The  requested  lifetime  of  Swedish  infrastructure,  

including  Mälarbanan,  is  120  years. Durability is a governing parameter that is prioritized 

when, for example, dimensioning, choice of materials, and construction of infrastructure are 

implemented. Changes that might affect the lifetime of a structure are associated with risk. This 

is confirmed by, inter alia, respondent B (2018) who highlights the importance of proven and 

verified technology and materials in order to secure durability. Generally speaking, the Swedish 

Transport Administration regulations are considered conservative (respondent B, E and G, 

2018). According to respondent B (2018) the requirement on bridge and tunnel structures are 

set in order to cope with 120 years. One of the challenges when introducing new materials in 

Sweden is the climate, more specifically frost, ice and salt usage. Conversely, discussion about 

a more gradated lifetime might be necessary. The lifetime of structures in practice is not always 

120 years which gives reason to instead strive for balance (respondent E, 2018).  

 

6.1.7 Scepticism 

Challenges regarding scepticism and distrust is briefly described in this section. Several 

respondents mentioned an existing unwillingness among parties and individuals to really work 

with climate and sustainability matters. Acceptance and disinterest among clients are 

commonly according to respondent D (2018). Regarding Klimatkalkyl with associated strategy, 

confusion regarding calculation method and the percentage savings occur (respondent C and D, 

2018). On the other hand, the other respondents agree that an increased public interest exist. 

According to respondent A and E (2018), the concept of sustainability has gotten exponentially 

increased attention which makes it difficult for companies to oppose.   
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6.1.8 New tools, collaborations and other solutions    

One main reason behind the interviews was to collect suggestions on how integration can be 

facilitated with new tools, collaborations and other solutions. Continuous questions about 

whether the identified challenges could be resolved were placed during the interviews. In this 

section the findings are presented. No concrete suggestions were obtained, but indications 

regarding needs were identified. Below is a result of the analyzed answers:  

 Earlier involvement and collaboration with contractors and designers.  

 Earlier and closer dialogue with municipalities (respondent C, 2018).  

 Workshops (similar to those at larger project with Swedish Transport Administration 

and Klimatkalkyl) for smaller construction projects operated by engineers within WSP 

in order to increase knowledge and identify actions.  

 Easier methods for comparing different options. For example, access to CO2 numbers 

in parallel to economic numbers for comparison (respondent F, 2018).   

 Provide proactive efforts by educating clients, to find acceptance.  

 Internal efforts within WSP, with the goal of delivering things in other ways.  

 Comparison of different options in relation to each other.  

 Take more advantage of the opportunities that exist with technology to model and build 

virtual models.  

 Provide support, encouragement and feedback to engineers designing, for example 

bridges and other structures. Allow mistakes, and encourage testing (respondent E, 

2018).   

 Educational initiatives for increased knowledge of materials.  

 Some kind of climate calculator in the construction/design phase.  

 Economic incentives in the form of bonuses. For example, encouraging contractors to 

buy materials with less environmental impact (respondent G, 2018).  

 Tools for easier review and classification of materials (respondent B, 2018). 

 More research on materials to ensure their quality (respondent B and D, 2018). 

 Easier measurement of environmental gain when optimizing structures (respondent D, 

2018). 

 Review current requirement documents regarding climate from the Swedish Transport 

Administration and minimize the number (respondent A, 2018).   

 

6.1.9 Requirement settings  

As regard to the climate requirements against project planners and building constructors (see 

section 5.3 Current climate action plan), no follow-up or evaluation of existing climate 

requirements has been made yet (respondent A, 2018). Since requirements for climate actions 

is still relatively new there is no existing template for right or wrong. For this reason, the 

formulation and settings of climate requirements is difficult. However, it can be emphasized 

that like any other requirement a clear definition regarding responsibility, undertaking, and 

potential follow-up is essential (respondent A, 2018). The suggestions linked to requirements 

are summarized as followed (respondent B and C, 2018):  

 Requirements or project goal regarding certain amounts of recycled material. 
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 Soft parameters where contractors/suppliers are evaluated on some sort of 

sustainability- and climate plan, where ideas and suggestions are encouraged.  

 Avoid execution solely by economic parameters through clear requirement setting, i.e. 

clear description of what the client request.  

 Requirements on EPD for materials.  

 Development of LCC. 

Whether these suggestions are relevant or not depends on the situation. Some of these 

suggestions are already present, while some might be seen as less relevant as they already exist.     

 

6.2 Summary of proposed actions from workshop   

Presented in section 6.2.1 – 6.2.4 is a summary of the areas of actions prioritized by the 

participants of the workshop, which should be further developed. A list of all action proposals 

along with given score are presented in Appendix 1. 

 

6.2.1 Guidelines and templates  

Actions regarding development of guidelines and templates were among the highest ranked 

alternatives. Among others were:  

 Guidelines for sustainable project planning including figures for various alternatives, 

materials and uncertainties/differences. 

 Standard templates for requirement specifications including predefined text. The 

templates shall apply to recommendations/prescription on primary concrete and steel 

relative to AMA and architectural plans and prerequisites for design.        

 

6.2.2 Initial introduction and selling points  

A discussion regarding the interaction between different actors in the value chain and the 

importance of early involvement took place. This resulted in an actions proposal that were 

highly prioritized by the participants:  

 Argue for, sell and concretize the climate process initially. Form arguments and sales 

materials that strengthen the concept of climate and creates added value for the 

customer.  

The purpose is to introduce and question in order to raise the interest of the client early in the 

process. Furthermore, early involvement might generate identification of other possible 

solutions for climate mitigation. Other action proposals related to early involvement were, 

among others, include time for optimization in schedule, rethink the construction process for 

each project, and early “climate inventory” for identifying opportunities.    

 

6.2.3 Development of knowledge  

Another highly ranked aspect described through a number of action proposals was knowledge. 

A general conclusion was that educational efforts are necessary in order to create an elemental 

basis. The different alternatives concerned three aspects: education for clients and contractors, 

internal education, and knowledge reversal.  
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Education for clients and contractors  

Provide education on the subject aimed at clients, e.g. the Swedish Transport Administration, 

and contractors. Proactive efforts aimed at creating better conditions for ourselves, WSP. 

Moreover, strengthen WSP’s PR value. 

Internal education   

The participating engineers experience insufficient knowledge and competence required for 

positioning on the matter. Following action proposals are aimed at filling these gaps of 

knowledge:  

 Increase practical knowledge regarding production and production planning. Obtain a 

production mindset through increased understanding of how different options affect 

production, scheduling, construction times, etc.    

 Increase knowledge about the effects of different additives in concrete.  

 Increase and deepen knowledge on LCA and LCC.  

 Increase knowledge regarding materials, i.e. alternative materials with better climate 

profile.  

These actions are essential for the individual’s ability to, for example, argue for climate-friendly 

solutions, recommend new materials, question initial solutions, and provide advice.   

Knowledge sharing    

Compilation and utilization of acquired knowledge and experiences. Internal and external 

knowledge sharing, both within and between different business areas within WSP as well as 

from clients and contractors. A proposal regarding a database for experiences, solutions, and 

good examples related to climate and sustainability actions was mentioned.  

 

6.2.4 Automatization   

Actions that enables and create better conditions when engineering bridges and other structures 

was also highly prioritized and discussed during the workshop. The proposals concerned 

automatization (early in the planning phase) that makes it possible to easily consider different 

solutions and automatically compile amounts. This allows challenge of traditional solutions and 

review of altered options. Two concrete proposals were: 

 

 More accurate quantification of amounts with BIM (Quantity calculator). 

Visualization of decreased amounts that can be linked to both economic and CO2 

savings.    

 Increased use of Grasshopper, or similar, at an early stage.  
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7 Analysis and discussion   
This following chapter discusses and analyses the results from the primary data collection in 

relation to the reviewed body of literature. Identified challenges, action proposals and new tools 

from the collection of primary and secondary data are briefly presented in Table 3. Due to the 

occurring complexity between identified challenges and proposed solutions, predominantly 

their interdependence, no natural breakdown of different discussion topics occur. Instead the 

analysis will reflect all the subjects from the secondary data collection – the literature study – 

along with insights from the interviews and the workshop. The relationship between the 

different kind of data as well as the problem associated with the project Mälarbanan will then 

be discussed upon.  

Table 3. Summary of identified challenges, action proposals and new tools by primary data collection followed 

by secondary data collection.     
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7.1 Climate mitigation actions within the infrastructure sector   

The building construction industry is widely recognised for being conservative and not renewed 

to a sufficient extent (Aerts, et al., 2017). At the same time, increasing requirements are made 

on the industry to become more innovative and adaptive. To fully cope with rapidly growing 

environmental and climate requirements old and deep-rooted patterns must be broken. One 

must dare to change patterns and do thing differently. In view of the results, the conclusion can 

be drawn that ownership and responsibility towards the process are lacking. However, the 

questions: Who is actually in charge of concretizing and developing the process? And who in 

the multidisciplinary context are most suitable? remain partially unanswered. As regard to 

project Mälarbanan, the Swedish Transport Administration takes ownership of the process by 

implementing goals, requirements, climate action plans, etc. as well as project members 

familiarize me with the necessary knowledge in the field. Still, the climate perspective is not 

truly integrated in the process even though knowledge and resources are available.   

 

To create change from top to bottom of the complex and comprehensive infrastructure 

organization requires wide stance. It is in the researcher's belief that a client organization like 

the Swedish Transport Administration cannot alone create the required change. Something else, 

with sufficient opportunity to influence, should contribute and drive the process forward. WSP 

is a large and well-known player in the market, which with active positioning can become a 

leading organization. Organizational positioning along with a well-defined targeting strategy 

on the subject will help employees within the organization to be allowed and dare to work 

actively with climate-related actions. By communicating their position and creating added value 

to the services, WSP will strengthen its brand. To actively choose to be at the forefront, and 

communicate it internally and externally, are connected to great commitment. Consequently, it 

also requires a client who is aware, understands, and is prepared to invest in that additional 

value.  

 

7.1.1 Impact and challenges of concrete  

Questioning of the lifetime and technical performance of structures exists in both the primary 

and secondary data. A conservative view as regard to the lifetime of the structure exist as 

confirmed through interviews. The researcher believes that a more nuanced discussion of 

structures' estimated lifetime are needed. Found in the body of literature is a method aimed at 

addressing the complex relationship between expected lifetime and environmental impact, 

presented in section 5.1 The impact and challenges of concrete. Use of equations similar to the 

one presented for which relates to the sustainability potential of structures (through evaluation 

of the interdependent factors lifetime, technical performance, and environmental impact) 

exemplifies a model that could be used. During the workshop discussions regarding the actual 

lifetime of bridges came up, and it was then mentioned that the typical lifetime of bridges in 

fact is 25-30 years. Thus, dimensioning for 120 years lifetime of structures is unnecessary in 

many cases. However, each specific case should be addresses separately. In the case of project 

Mälarbanan, a decision on such a large and complex investment include a big commitment. The 

built structure – in particular the tunnel – will most likely not be demolished or rebuilt in the 

period of 120 years. Accuracy and an expected lifetime of 120 years are relevant in the case.    
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7.2 Management and strategy for infrastructure projects  

Assume that all involved parties in a certain multidisciplinary project are aware, willing to 

prioritize, and address climate-related issues. A shared understanding of stated requirements 

and goals exist and the project is successfully progressing towards achieving these with high 

performance. Standing on a solid foundation of knowledge, acceptance, and good relations 

between client, engineers, contractors, and suppliers is key in this scenario. As mentioned in 

the introductory chapter, the international body takes common position against climate change 

in the expression of, inter alia, SDGs and COP21 (United Nations , n.d. ; European 

Commission, 2016). For these goals to be reached, everyone is required to do their part which 

consequently places increasing pressure on both the public and private sector. In parallel with 

increased public awareness there is no opportunity to escape change and organisations are 

forced to take a stand. It is agreed that collaboration and consent between the many stakeholders 

involved as an infrastructure project progresses are central.    

 

7.2.1 Stakeholder participation  

Literature covering the field of project management in infrastructure projects empathizes the 

importance in finding balance between different interests. Balancing the interest of different 

stakeholders are mentioned as a challenge (Rahman, et al., 2017). Finding consent between 

stakeholders is important as the result may be affected in terms of time, cost and quality if 

someone disagrees nor possesses a contradictory agenda (Al Nahyan, et al., 2014). The 

interviews were analysed thematically, meaning that patterns in the outcome of the different 

interviews were identified. One of the disadvantages of this method is that small segments fall 

away for which may be more or less relevant. An example associated with the above mentioned 

fact occurred during the interview with respondent C. This respondent mentioned situations 

experienced at project Mälarbanan where all parties – stakeholders – did not strive toward the 

same goal due to lack of trust and willingness to collaborate. The most telling examples are two 

in which the municipality has been included, where the project manager in question had the 

ambition to implement attractive solutions that would mean everyone's gain. The cases involved 

the movement and use of masses. The project manager offered the municipality two complete 

solutions: a protective bank as well as the development of a sports area. In return, the project 

manager would save both money and emissions thanks to the reduced work of extensive 

relocations. However, there were doubts among the local authorities who did not fully 

cooperate. A lack of interest and responsibility was experienced by respondent C who felt that 

no one within the municipality ran the process. For this reason, proposals were made for earlier 

involvement and closer dialogue with municipalities. Because trust and communication in order 

to understand the common good are important these scenarios, the researcher believes in that 

the proposed solutions.  

 

7.2.2 Knowledge and knowledge management  

Knowledge is one main key of reaching successful change, and the pursuit of knowledge 

requires an open mind. The reviewed body of literature is clear with the fact that knowledge 

and management of knowledge in the construction industry are inadequate. The need of new 

and advanced knowledge is a fact confirmed though the interviewees and those who 
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participated in the workshop. Relevant areas of knowledge highlighted on these occasions 

concern practical specific knowledge such as effects of materials, additives, production, etc. It 

also concerns general knowledge of purpose and opportunities for which the individual is in 

control of. Since actions for climate mitigation exist in practice, there is reason to believe that 

experience and knowledge exist among individuals within the organisation. In literature, this is 

referred to as tacit knowledge for which characterized by its personal nature and difficulty in 

managing. Necessary knowledge for advancement to the next level exist, but not with the 

individuals to which it is addressed. The fact that existing knowledge has not reached the 

individuals within the organization who possess the opportunity to exploit it was made clear 

during the workshop. This may be due to several reasons, but those identified by the interviews 

were stress, lack of time and interest. Three by secondary data identified barriers connected to 

KM and PBO’s are employee turnover, slow adaptation of knowledge, and lack of processes 

and tools for knowledge transfer (both lack of organizational level commitment to KM and 

individual motivation for knowledge sharing). Actions linked to climate adaptation and 

mitigation are relatively new in some fields of expertise (for example bridge engineering). For 

this reason, the researcher sees the opportunity to develop strategies for the procurement, 

sharing and reuse of climate-related knowledge. With regard to above mentioned barriers to 

KM and project Mälarbanan, the team of the second (of the project's two) main stage has 

remained unchanged so far. Thereof, it can be ruled out that knowledge management is 

hampered by employee turnover. An identified fear of implementing new knowledge and 

techniques – referred to as exploration – has been confirmed through the interviews. Regarding 

lack of processes and tools, organizational level commitment to KM and individual motivation 

for knowledge sharing, the ability to contribute with a well-founded statement about this lies 

beyond the knowledge of the researcher.  

 

Internal knowledge development and reversal was discussed and requested during the 

workshop. Several participants admitted ignorance of the opportunities and resource they 

possess. Suggestions for cheat sheets and templates were given to simplify application of 

actions identified by, inter alia, Optimized building of concrete bridges from a climate 

perspective (Uppenberg, et al., 2017). Through standardization of texts, prescriptions, etc. 

uniformity and a level of compliance can be created, that might bring a positive impression 

externally. However, knowledge on an individual level is of great importance as real change is 

a consequence of positioning and behavior. Other suggestions regarding tools were those 

related to technology, where simpler ways of quantification and comparing alternatives were 

requested. Researches for such tools and functions have been made. But, the researcher have 

had difficulty understanding what is really sought after due to inexperience about the practical 

work of designer and construction engineers. However, research on the link between BIM 

(Building Information Modeling) and climate mitigation shows that available features exist 

(Oduyemi, et al., 2017). According to Oduyemi, et al. (2017), one of the advantages of BIM is 

visualization of CO2–equivalents for different options. 

 

During the primary collection of data one identified challenge was scepticism among operating 

individuals that counteract the integration of climate aspects. A connection between scepticism 

and lack of knowledge is seen by the researcher who believes that this challenge can be solved 
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by the means of knowledge. The researcher experienced a clear scepticism from respondent D. 

This respondent also seemed to have low knowledge of the subject as questioning arguments 

and counter arguments strengthening the researches perception was received. Several 

contradictions questioned the method used for calculations, and other statements questioned the 

purpose. The researcher believes that knowledge about method, goals, requirements, and 

purpose of climate mitigation might contribute to change the respondent’s mindset. The 

response was also regarded as very economically driven and the respondent questioned how 

climate mitigation efforts are economically justified as opposed to taxpayers. Visualisation or 

knowledge of the connections between financial benefits and reduction is another factor that 

might motivate this respondent.  

 

Suggestions that occurred during the collection of primary data was education of clients and 

contactors. This proactive action is an example of how WSP could demonstrate its position as 

one of the leading actor towards climate mitigation. Such a position may be important in order 

to enable the conditions that designers and engineers within WSP need to address climate 

actions. In parallel with internal education of employees for which can introduce the climate 

perspective initially and argue for alternative solutions one can create change. Regarding 

knowledge, the literature highlights the concept of organizational ambidexterity i.e. managing 

both exploration and exploitation.  Different approaches to achieve ambidexterity exist. 

However, the approach recommended for PBOs is contextual ambidexterity, meaning that 

synchronized and simultaneous efforts to accomplish both exploration and exploitation within 

a device or group occur. In order to advance and perform with the highest quality and ability it 

is necessary to address both exploration and exploitation. This, in addition to competitive 

advantages, would help drive the process of climate integration forward in the most efficient 

way possible. The researcher therefore suggested that practices with regard to both exploration 

and exploitation are identified and utilized. These recommendations are aimed at both the 

Swedish Transport Administration and WSP. The climate action plan with associated practices 

used at project Mälarbanan include activities aimed at encouraging innovation and identifying 

actions. What real impact these may have and how they affect the mindset of the individual is 

not yet properly investigated. The researcher’s precipitation after interviewing members of the 

project team is that these individuals are relatively conscious and possesses a different 

approach, compared to the other interviewees and the participating in the workshop. Thus, it is 

also confirmed that the climate perspective is still not a natural part of the mindset and process.    

 

Furthermore, practices in line with the concept of CoP – e.g. WSP’s network for sustainable 

development, conferences, events, etc. – platforms for sharing and managing knowledge, solve 

problems, discuss, etc. should be encouraged. One goal may be to create voluntary involvement 

within the organizations that will contribute to an increased interest and changing culture.  

 

7.2.3 Contract management  

Another aspect of fostering the integration process is collaboration between stakeholders and 

improved conditions. Knowledge and motivation are central prerequisites, but it is also 

necessary to create the right conditions for its exploitation. Collaboration within the 

multidisciplinary context and among organizations not only creates better conditions but also 
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value. For instance, through collaboration between actors from different levels of the value 

chain potential value in terms of knowledge and competence can be exchange. Recurring factors 

for achieving this are clear and spacious procurement with great flexibility, along with early 

involvement in projects. This is consistent with both the primary and secondary data. 

Underneath are questions stated in section 6.1.5 Structural barriers for which the researcher 

intends to answer and discuss upon:  

 What opportunities exist for an individual in a multidisciplinary context to create 

solutions that bring us closer to a common goal?  

 How are collaborations created in order to enable necessary freedom of action?   

 How is trust and confidence created in the context? And acceptance from the client?   

As mentioned in above-referenced section, the individual performance is shaped by the 

framework to which one has to relate to since it controls and limits both time and ability to act. 

The prerequisites for implementing desirable actions differ greatly depending contract and 

procurement model. With the right knowledge, willingness and dedication the individual can 

bring us closer to the goal by, for example act advisory to other actors in the value chain or 

market the added value of alternative solutions. However, there are no warranties without 

acceptance and consent from others. In particular, it concerns finding the client’s acceptance as 

time and financial resources depends on that.  

 

As regard to the second statement, it is emphasized and highlighted by both interviewees and 

relevant research in the field that collaboration at early stage is central from a GHG performance 

perspective. Contract models characterized by collaborative approaches that allows enough 

freedom of action, promote innovative thinking, and gives opportunities to “make things 

happen” are preferred. The ECI contract model used in project Mälarbanan for which is also 

suggested and promoted during the interviews are the investigated model that most closely 

matches the desired characteristics. However, the integration of a climate perspective has not 

been as successful as hoped. This is partly due to timing and shortage of time, partly due to 

enforced decisions involving locking of parameters, and further due to undefined reasons. 

Improved and more frequent dialogue with municipalities, as well as better collaboration with 

designers and contractors have been given as proposed solutions. In section 3.1.4 Contract 

models an Australian study where examination of pros and cons of different contact models 

where summarized (Sanchez, et al., 2015). It was then brought up that even earlier involvement 

of contractors and engineers in the case of ECI might be necessary as most critical decisions 

are made during pre-tender phase. Developed contract models that allow collaboration and 

involvement of actors from different levels in earlier stages than before may be an alternative. 

Furthermore, increased flexibility to applied contract models where parameters remain 

unlocked longer and the possibility of influencing later stages increases are preferable. The 

applied ECI model used in the case of project Mälarbanan, however, allows involvement in the 

earliest stages. Additionally, parameters are locked to a relatively small extent (Wärmark, 

2018). Kivilä, et al. (2017), advocated the contract model referred to as alliance contract for 

which is also brought up by Sanchez et al. (2015) in parallel to ECI contract model. Deeper 

research on this model is not presented in this study. However, it is in the researcher's 

knowledge that it is, similar till ECI, a collaborative approach.   
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As to the last statement, trust and confidence are considered as important factors to reach and 

settle agreements. Projects are normally created with some basis of trust between involved 

actors which is decisive for a project's progression. In cases of decision making and any other 

work-related situation trust – if used accurate – is central to achieve a positive outcome. With 

the right individuals involved with no hidden agendas, the chances of interaction, experience 

sharing and maximum utilization of skills are the greatest. However, the involved stakeholder 

will always, to some extent, have different agendas when entering a project. It is inevitable and 

should be taken into account. Succulently, it is about understanding each other's driving forces, 

interests, and conditions. In the studied case, this may be one of the counterproductive factors 

for integrating the climate perspective. The defined goals are in the interest of the client along 

with others, but not in the real interest of those to whom it is addressed. A suggested action by 

both reviewed literature (Sanchez, et al., 2015; Bradley Robichaud & Anantatmula, 2011), the 

respondents and participants in the workshop are financial incentives. A result of LOU and the 

hard bidding method, the climate perspective easily end up in the periphery. Financial incentive 

systems could enable better collaboration, call for innovative thinking, and contribute to 

implementation of identified actions. An evaluation of the financial incentives used for the 

project should be carried out to clarify its true effect in the context. 

 

An identified challenge that may be counterproductive in this scenario is lack of feedback. In 

cases where individuals are assigned a task to be performed within strict limits, where fast and 

cost-effective results are the main focus and the interaction between other actors minimally, not 

only reduces the individual's ability to act but also ones confidence. The opportunity to be 

allowed to act, try and learn under controlled circumstances are necessary for the individual 

development towards any direction. This is perhaps even more important in the process towards 

climate mitigation since it is not always received positively by other. Scepticism, lack of interest 

and overriding of other priorities are obstacles that are difficult to overcome. Proposals for 

providing feedback, support and encouragement for engineers in the process were obtained. 

How this will be created in practice lies beyond the scope of this work but constitutes an area 

for further research.   

 

7.5 Sustainability goals and requirements  

The last subject brought up for discussion is sustainability goals and requirements, with 

associated practices. As mentioned, an important and recurring topic is project goal definition, 

the choice of assessment methods for goal achievement, and how these affect behavior and 

ability to act (Damsø, et al., 2017; Kivilä, et al., 2017). According to Bradley Robichaud  & 

Anantatmula (2011) some critical adjustments to traditional project management to manage 

both environmental requirements and cost-effectiveness exist. Compared with the climate 

action plan for Huvusta – Duvbo (project Mälarbanan) several similarities are identified. Below 

the similarities and dissimilarities for which the researcher are aware of are presented:  

 Begin with end in mind: sustainability goals are implemented at early stage for which 

the team must relate.  
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 Integrate the project team: project managers and key members are involved early in 

the project’s feasibility stage. Whether the right combination of professionals are hired 

to reach the stated climate goals is difficult to judge. However, expertise in the form of 

a specialist in the field hired to support the process. A desirable set-up is a complete 

team where everyone has previous experiences of climate-related work, for whom are 

encouraged and allowed to develop ideas with support from experts.  

 Design with the whole team approach: involvement, participation and follow-up 

throughout the project are included in the action plan.  

 Use bonuses and rewards in project contracting: a bonus system for contractors exist. 

However, the effect and result of its implementation are still unknown.  

 Provide for training and communications throughout construction: workshops and 

support in the form of an available expert are part of the climate action plan. Though, it 

is unclear whether the right training and communication to ensure climate and cost 

effective actions throughout the entire project life cycle are fulfilled.   

 

The researcher proposes that evaluation and possible adjustments of the climate action plan are 

made in relation to above mentioned adjustments. As the project are completed impact 

assessment of various actions can be evaluated and discussed upon.   

 

7.6 Credibility and generalizability 

Data used in this study is of primary and secondary nature and should thereof be examined and 

evaluated differently. Data obtained through the interviews is considered by the researcher to 

be a major asset since the individuals themselves perceived and describe an existing problem. 

These individuals own stories are a prime source describing the problem in a definite time and 

context. In these cases there is always a risk that parts of the story will be retained or that the 

researcher interprets the answers incorrectly. However in source criticism, primer sources are 

considered more reliable than secondary sources, as primer sources are independent of other 

sources. The selection of secondary data takes into account factors such as objectivity, validity, 

reliability, generalizability, and reproductively at valuation.  

 

The applied method was chosen with the intention of several factors where the goal was to 

identify and obscure an existing gap of knowledge. The ability to perform the study within the 

specified timeframes was a crucial factor as well as the background and case. Through the 

chosen method, existing research in the field could be investigated in parallel with identifying 

existing challenges and solutions. Including multiple approaches for data collection has 

increased the study's verifiability, reliability and validity.   

 

As to generalizability the study was performed within the frames of a specific context within 

which a smaller selection was investigated deeper. The possibility of drawing conclusions on 

the context in which the selection is included is to some extent limited. The selection of 

individuals included in the study by contributing experiences and thoughts represents a defined 

group within the context. The secondary data collection was partly formed by the results of the 
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primary data collection as the delimitations of the study were extensive and orientation to create 

depths important. However, although the study was conducted within a defined context, the 

conclusion can be applied in a broader perspective. The study resulted in a number of 

recommendations representing areas for further research and work.  
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8 Conclusion and recommendations  
This research defines a framework of challenges for which assist with fields to investigate 

further. With consideration of these challenges, research upon potential solutions has been 

conducted through both primary and secondary data collection. Analysis of primary data in 

relation to the reviewed body of literature were made with the aim of answering the main 

research question of the study: 

How can the climate mitigation practices be updated to truly facilitate and enable integration 

of a climate perspective into the work of engineers and contactors working in multidisciplinary 

infrastructure projects?  

The aim of the three methods used in this study – interviews, workshop and literature study – 

was to identify challenges and barriers, search for best practises, tools and other examples that 

enable integration of the climate perspective. The results obtained thru collection of primary 

and secondary data revealed broad range of challenges and barriers. The reason why they were 

searched for and identified was to enable addressing and work forward. A wide range of 

identified action proposals were also identified and presented.  

 

With the collected data, comparison and analysis of practices and approaches used for climate 

integration in the case of project Mälarbanan was made. A number of speaking areas for 

analysis were identified and comparison of research in relation to the studied case was made. 

The analysis concludes that practices and prevailing conditions in many aspects are well 

thought out and advantageous. For instance, a good choice of contract model has been made, 

the client organisation has taken ownership of the process, methods for encourage and generate 

innovative actions exist, creation of an climate action plan, adjustments as opposed to 

traditional project management have been made (including, inter alia, goal setting, recruitment 

of competence), etc. It is clear, however, that the climate perspective is not fully seen as a 

natural part of the process. Furthermore, lack of knowledge and willingness to address the issue 

have been identified that have counterproductive effects. Furthermore, in line with what was 

already clear during the preliminary study, available knowledge, practical advice and guidelines 

for climate mitigation strategies are not used properly by the individuals to which it is dedicated.  

 

In the general context, the study indicate that the slow integration of a climate perspective is 

due to a complex combination of reasons. However, some factors were common and frequently 

reoccurring in both primary and secondary data. First and foremost, the study revealed lack of 

knowledge and insufficient handling of knowledge is factors that currently inhibits the 

integration of climate actions. Lack of knowledge is perceived more or less at all levels in the 

value chain. Secondly, the individual's ability to act as perceived limited by contradictory 

contract models. For instance, designers experience that time and resources to perform well 

from a climate perspective are not given. Furthermore, the ability to act and create better 

solutions are limited by contract models where procurement is carried out in several steps and 

parameters are locked at earlier stages. At last, a tool for easier comparison of options and 

visualization of GHG data that better cope with tools and methods that are already used were 

requested. Similarly, predefined texts, templates, etc. that could easily be integrated into 
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currently used documents were requested. Beside this, the researcher suggests that the existing 

practices used today are regularly evaluated for the creation of an iterative improvement 

process.    

 

8.1 Recommendations  

The conclusion presented above, in combination with the analysis, results in a list of 

recommendations for further work. The recommendations are designed for a broader 

perspective and intended to lead further efforts to address the matter in the right direction. By 

answering the following questions, one can further address the subject of improved climate 

integration: 

 New contract and procurement models – Continue research on alternative solutions. 

What adjustments are required? What adjustments can be made on frequently recurring 

models?  

 Develop different educational packages – aimed at 1) Designers and engineers within 

WSP, and 2) Contractors and clients. How can we create better conditions for ourselves?  

 The toolbox of designers and engineers – What does it look like today? How are 

existing tools used? Are there any tools/features used today that could help climate 

mitigation? What additional features, tools, new routines, if any, are needed to carry on 

the process?  

 Evaluate existing practices – Evaluate strategies for incentives, requirements, follow-

up, guidance, etc. Evaluate the results from, for example, Mälarbanan. What can be done 

better? Can procurement requirements be made differently? What effect did the 

financial incentives have?  
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Appendix 1 – Workshop, proposed actions  
 

Åtgärdsförslag  Poäng  

Ta fram ”lathund” för hållbarhet i projektering. Lathund ska innehålla siffror för olika 

alternativ, material och osäkerheter/skillnader.   

12 

Sälja in klimatprocessen från början – Argument varför/säljmaterial.   10 

Erbjuda beställare (Trafikverket) och entreprenörer klimatutbildning – vad behöver vi för 

att kunna göra storverk? Även bra PR.   

7 

Typer av kravställning, med färdiga texter (stål och betong). Standardmall för:  

- AMA 

- SH/Projekteringsförutsättning  

6 

Praktisk kunskap om produktion och produktionsplanering. Få in produktionstänk i 

projektering och skapa förståelse för hur olika förslag påverkar exempelvis byggtid och 

CO2-utsläpp.     

5 

Mer kunskap om effekter av tillsatsmedel och liknande i betong.  4 

Öka kunskap om LCA och LCC, bli vassa på det, erbjudande. 4 

Öka kunskap om klimatsmarta material.  4 

Titta på fler alternativ, utmana traditioner (tidigt, men ej nödvändigt). 4 

Mer exakt mängdning med BIM (Mängdkalkylator). Koppla besparing mängd till både 

kostnad och CO2.      

3 

Använd Grasshopper eller liknande mer och i tidigare skeden (Automation). 

Automatisering i tidigt i projekteringsskede, utvärdera många alternativ.   

3 

Industriellt byggande – fokusera på tidiga skeden.  1 

Bonus kopplat till prestanda (fokus stål och betong) i kontrakt.   1 

Flexibla konstruktioner/framtidssäkring.  1 

Tänk igenom byggprocessen för varje projekt.  1 

Kunskapsöverföring inom WSP.  

Kunskapsöverföring från leverantörer.   

1 

Våga ifrågasätta initial lösning. Våga vara rådgivare.  1 

Planera för optimering i tidsplan.  1 
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Sammanställa mängder för olika brotyper baserat på utförda.  1 

Skapa ”klimatutmaning” pss ”motions-”, både internt och externt.  1 

Klimatdatabas med tidigare erfarenheter och klimatsmarta lösningar (goda exempel).    - 

Vid startmöte, ställ fråga till beställaren om klimatkrav på materialleverantörer. Börja med 

stål och betong.   
- 

Hitta partners med klimatsmarta lösningar.  - 

Tidig ”klimatinventering” för vad kan vi påverka.  - 

Rekommendera klimatsmart betong (i föreskrifter).   - 

Ta fram WSP-standard kring mängdning.  - 

Slutrapportering av resultat från t.ex. genomförda optimering (Mängdkalkylator). - 

Utmana traditionell projekteringslösning.  - 

Erbjuda ”second opinion” på förlorade uppdrag.  - 

Examensarbete val av material + underhåll:  

- Kantbalk, räcken, övergångskonstruktioner  

- 

Rostfri armering + beläggning för att reducera underhåll.   - 
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